
Welcome 4-H Leaders! 
 

Welcome to the “Clover Bud project. This guide provides you with project  
meeting plans (Skill Builders) that include a skills list, background  
information, activity suggestions, and ways to know if your members have  
learned the skills identified.  You will need a copy of the member manual as well. 
 
The Leader Guide is written with the expectation that the project leader(s) will have  
a working knowledge about the project topics and how they work. If not, you may need to do some   
pre-work /research on the activities, or recruit assistance for certain sections. 
 
Be sure to try out activities, demonstrations or hands on work ahead of time to ensure you have an 
understanding of each Skill Builder - this also allows for any adjustments should an activity not work for 
you or if any equipment or supplies are unavailable.  
 
The 3D’s of Learning - Each Skill 
Builder has three sections of learning 
called “Dream it!”, “Do it!” and “Dig 
it!”. Below is a description of each. 
 
Dream it!  Plan for Success - this gives members a chance to 
help plan their activities. A skills checklist, background 
information, important words, and activating questions are 
included in the Member Manual so they will be able to think 
about the topic and activity and decide how they will 
approach it. The Leader Guide contains in depth background 
information on the topics, material lists, suggestions, time 
requirements for activities, and activating, acquiring, and 
applying questions to engage member’s thinking through 
each step of the learning process. 
 
Do it!  Hands on learning - this is where members are 
engaged in the activity planned/discussed in the Dream it! 
Section. Here members are doing the activities and leaders 
are observing, recording, and providing feedback on how 
well they are doing. Allow as much individual practice as 
required; you are assessing the progress and understanding 
of individual members. 
 
Dig it! What did you learn? - this simply means that members 
and leaders need to ‘dig into their learning’. For the learning 
cycle to be completed, both need to reflect on how things 
went and how well they did. For members, this involves self-
assessment, giving feedback, creating meaning from their 
experiences, and thinking about what they would do 
differently next time. Once this is done they will be in a good 
position to apply what they have learned to the next 
experience.  

Exploring 4-H Series 

Cloverbud 2.0 
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Each section, Skill Builder (or Builder) in this project has activities that will help 
your project group learn to do by doing while learning new skills and having fun! 
 
To complete this project, members must: 
 Finish Skill Builder 1 - along with at least five of the other Skill Builders. 
 Complete the activities in each Builder or a similar activity that focuses on the 

same skills as you and your leader may plan other activities. 
 Plan and complete the Showcase Challenge. 
 Complete the Portfolio Page. 
 Participate in your club’s Achievement (See the inside back cover for more 

information about 4-H Achievements). 

What Skills Will The Member Learn? 

The sequence of project meetings and specific skill building outcomes for 
members in this project are on the chart below and following page. The page 
numbers in the chart refer to the member manual. 

 Members will be able to... Activities Page  

Skill 
Builder 

1 

What is 4-H? 
 Say the 4-H Pledge 
 List the names of the four H’s 
 Recognize the 4-H logo  

 4-H Pledge 
 My 4-H Year 
 Clover Time 

6 
7 
8 
 

 

Skill 
Builder  

2 

Agriculture 
 Name 3 kinds of farm machinery 
 Name one way machinery helps give us 

food 

 Match the Source 
 Machinery Collage 
 Machinery Filed Trip 
 

9 
10 
10 

 

 

Skill 
Builder  

3 

Environment 
 Define the three R’s 
 Describe how you can help the 

environment 

 Word Search 
 Go Green! 
 Reuse 

11 
12 
12 
 

 

Skill 
Builder 

4 

Sports, Fitness & Body Works 
 Chose healthy foods from Canada’s Food 

Guide 
 Explain why it is important to play every 

day 
 List three things that everyone needs to 

be healthy 

 Movement Songs 
 Be Smart Eat Smart 
 Get Moving 
 

15 
16 
16 
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 Members will be able to... Activities Page 
 

Skill 
Builder 

5 

Crafts 
 Describe how to paint 
 Give 3 examples of different 

textures 
 Follow the steps to make a 

craft 

 Do it Yourself Paintbrushes 
 Rock Painting 
 Painted Stick Bouquet 

18 
19 
19 

 

 

Skill 
Builder 

6 

Fibres and Fabrics 
 Name sewing tools  
 Sew a running stitch 
 Sew on a button 

 Things Made of Fabric 
 String Card 
 Tank Top Tote Bag 
 Jazzy Clothes 

21 
22 
23 
24 

 

Skill 
Builder  

7 

Foods 
 Name the 4 food groups 
 Follow a recipe 

 Eat Well Plate 
 Easy Apple Pie Bites 
 Trail Mix 
 Fruit Pizza Crackers 
 

25 
26 
26 
27 

 

Skill 
Builder 

8 

Growing Things 
 Name the 4 parts of a plant 
 Name 3 plants we grow in 

Manitoba for food 

 Plant Parts 
 Plant Word Search 
 Indoor Gardening 

28 
29 
30 

 

Skill 
Builder 9 

Machines 
 Explain what machines do 
 Name the type of machine 

used in the Skill Builder 

 Machine Match 
 Water Bottle Pulley 

31 
32 

 

Skill 
Builder  

10 

Money and You 
 List the 5 Canadian coins that 

we use 
 List 3 ways to get the things 

you want 
 State 2 ways of giving back to 

your community 

 Cash, Barter or Trade 
 Coins Around the World 
 Name That Coin 
 How Can I Help? 

33 
34 
34 
35 

 

Skill 
Builder 11 

Outdoor Living 
 Describe a habitat in your area 
 Draw a food web 

 Food Web Game 
 Food Web 
 Nature Scavenger Hunt 
 Who’s Living Here 

36 
37 
38 
39 

 

 

Skill 
Builder 

12 

Photography 
 Explain the Rules of Thirds 
 Know how to take a picture 

 Rule of thirds 
 Photo Adventure 

40 
41 
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 Members will be able to... Activities Page  

Skill Builder  
13 

Small Animals 
 List 3 kinds of small animals 
 Name what all animals need to 

be healthy 

 Animal Needs Collage 
 Best Pet Photo Album 
 Meet My Pet 

44 
44 
45 

 

 

Skill Builder  
14 

Speaking Up  
 List 2 ways we communicate 
 Describe the 3 parts of 

communication 

 I’m a Good Listener 
 Sketch It 
 

48 
48 

 

Skill Builder  
15 

You as a Leader 
 List some good choices 
 Describe a good role model 
 List 2 qualities of a good role 

model 

 The Game of Choices 
 Story Time Role Models 
 Role Model Collage 

50 
50 
51 

 

When you successfully complete your builders, you will showcase what you have learned. 

Showcase  
&  

Portfolio  

 Explain success in using the 
skills listed above 

 Showcase Challenge 
 My Portfolio Page 

52 
54 

 

Showcase Challenge and My Portfolio Page 
 
At the end of the members’ section are the “Showcase Challenge” and “My Portfolio Page”. The 
Showcase Challenge page gets members to think about their accomplishments and explain or 
demonstrate how they were successful. There are a number of suggestions along with planning  
information to help them decide how they will best “showcase” their learning to friends, family, 
community members and/or fellow 4-H members. 
 
Record keeping is an important part of every 4-H project. “My Portfolio Page” is a graphic organizer 
used to keep track of members’ 4-H experiences. As each member learns skills, the evidence of 
learning (through participation and completion of the various activities) is recorded on the page. 
When the Portfolio Page has been completed and confirmed by the leader, then it becomes a record 
of the member’s completion of the project and participation in other 4-H activities beyond the  
project. 
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4-H Project Series Skill Development Levels 
 
Each project topic series contains three levels of skill development:  explore, discover, and master. 
 
Explore - each project series has one project outlining the fundamentals. All members will be 
expected to complete the Explore level project before moving into the Discover level of projects. It 
introduces the basic skills and terms needed by members for subsequent projects in that series.  
 
Discover - each project series has several project options and members are encouraged to take as 
many as they would like. At this level, members practice topic specific techniques and gain theme 
related skills through specialized builders. 
 
Master - multiple project options encourage members to specialize in a topic. They may branch out 
and take advantage of community options such as cooking for a canteen or participating in a food 
drive. The Leader’s role is look for opportunities for their members to have more authentic 
experiences by: working with other mentors, partnering with outside agencies, participating in 
exchanges, entering competitions, etc. Projects at this level may include the “Partner-a-Project” 
whereby pre-approved courses will allow members to advance their skills, while applying their 
learning to the 4-H program. 

 
4-H leader assessment of members will happen throughout the project as you 
assess the progress and understanding of individual members. You need to 
observe the members doing the skill and record what you see and hear. Your 
feedback should be positive and descriptive (not just “well done”). Share that 
feedback with members frequently so they can put your suggestions into action. 
How you choose to observe and record is up to you. Some methods are to create 
checklists, videos and notes while encouraging discussions, peer observations 
and questions. Recognize that members may improve over the course of a builder 
and that records should be updated to reflect when they demonstrated their best 
learning. You are discussing how well members are meeting the skills checklists 
that are at the beginning of each of the project books, in each Builder and on the 
Portfolio Page. 
 
Projects promote technical, communication, meeting management, and leadership skills, as well as 
community involvement and real-world experiences. In addition to the specific skills members are to 
learn in each builder, the following general learning goals for members are important:  Following 
instructions - Working with others - Using supplies safely - Using the key words - Improving with 
practice - Respecting timelines. 
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4-H LEADER  TIPS FOR SUCCESS! 
 

 To complete, members must complete all the activities referred to on the 
“Project Completion Requirements” page OR alternate idea for an activity that 
would teach the same skill or an age appropriate variation. If activity 
substitutions are used, be sure to have the member make note in their 
manuals. 

 

 Dependent on time available at each meeting, group size and abilities of group 
members, you may wish to break the Builders into more than one project 
meeting. 

 The internet has lots of interesting websites and educational activities. You 
may choose to use a search engine to explore the options available. We do not 

endorse any website or the safety or functionality of any products they may sell. Information/
products will be used at your own discretion. 

 

 Safety is a number one priority. Care has been taken to create safe, age appropriate activities 
throughout this manual. As leaders, it is important for you to emphasize safety rules and 
manage or adapt activities in a manner that will safely match your members abilities. Ensure 
members have a good understanding of safe working and handling practices when using tools, 
that they use the appropriate safety equipment when necessary, and that appropriate 
supervision is provided. A quality experience needs to be a safe experience. 

 

 The multiple intelligences theory teaches us that people learn in at least 8 different ways. All 
individuals will be stronger in some ways of “intelligences” and weaker in others. It follows that 
the more ways we teach, the more members we will reach. Throughout this project, you will find 
a mix of writing, reading, hands-on work, artwork, self-evaluation, group discussion and math 
calculations. Teaching projects using a broad blend will help increase the learning potential of all 
members. 

 

 Projects are designed to teach many skills. However, the 4-H member is always more important 
than the subject matter. Stress cooperation in the activities where possible to develop teamwork 
and cooperation skills. These are valuable skills that will assist them in a number of settings. 
Ensure the work is completed in a manner that members feel good about themselves and their 
efforts. This can be done by assigning appropriate tasks or roles based on member’s individual 
abilities. Modelling and expecting supportive behaviour (i.e. no “put-downs”) amongst 
members, or by other adults, also contributes to a positive experience.  

 

 There will be opportunity for experimentation and applying skills that members have learned 
throughout this project. Experimenting can be frustrating, but learning through trial and error is 
an important life skill. Explain to members that it is alright to either go onto the next builder or 
do the builder again if they need the practice. Help the members work through their challenges 
until they are satisfied with the quality of their designs. Creating inventive 4-H members will be 
very rewarding.  

 

 Celebrating success is an important but sometimes overlooked part of our lives. We encourage 
you to use the final section to empower the members by celebrating all they have learned in a 
fun manner. Anything that you do to add to the spirit of fun and the sense of accomplishment of 
each member will likely be remembered as the highlight of their 4-H year. 

 
 

Have fun and thanks for your belief in young people! 
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Skill Builder 1: What is 4-H? 

Skills Checklist 
 
 Say the 4-H Pledge 
 List the names of the four H’s 
 Recognize the 4-H logo  
 

Dream It! 
 

Background for Leaders 
 
In this section, the 4-H program is introduced. 
 
4-H is an international youth and volunteer organization, that started in Canada in Roland, Manitoba 
in 1913. 4-H programs give youth many opportunities for personal growth. They help build              
self-confidence, responsibility, and leadership skills that last a lifetime!  
 
Each member picks a project and works with a volunteer leader, to develop skills related to the     
project. There are 20 topic areas including beef, photography, outdoor living, machines, and crafts!  
Today 4-H Clubs are active in communities across Manitoba, driven by thousands of 4-H members 
and volunteers, plus a strong partnership with Manitoba Agriculture and Manitoba 4-H Council 
(M4HC). 

 
Important Words 
 
Help members define the following words and look for members using this vocabulary in their       
discussions.  Here are some examples of how to use the “important words” to increase the members 
understanding. 
 Get members to use a dictionary and show them the range of information it provides. 
 Have members describe (rather than define) the new word in terms of their experience. 
 Help members define the words and listen for them using these words in their discussions. To 

increase the members’ understanding try providing a synonym members know or provide        
examples. The more personalized the examples the better. 

 

Age Considerations:  Designed for ages 6 and up 
 
Thinking Ahead 
 
What will you discuss with members?  Think of examples that will help you support your 
discussions 
 
Preparing for Success 
 
Linking back to the Skills Checklist, help members identify how they will know they have been      
successful in learning from this builder.  Discuss what success in these activities might look like, 
sound like or feel like. 
 
 

Pledge A solemn promise or agreement to do or refrain from doing something 

Motto A phrase that is used to express the purpose of a person or program 
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Activating Strategies 
 
Ask members what they know about 4-H. 
Do they have siblings or friends who have been a 4-H member? 
What did they observe from them? 
 
“Learn to do by Doing” 
 
Introduce the 4-H motto and discuss the importance of having hands-on            
experiences in 4-H. 
 
4-H members are part of a 4-H club.  The club is where members will learn about 

running meetings, public speaking, and helping out in the community.  One of the first things to 
learn is the 4-H Pledge, so that it can be repeated with other members at the start of club meetings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Meaning of the 4-H’s 
 
As you repeat the 4-H pledge with members, be sure to discuss the meaning  of the 4-H’s.   
 
I pledge, my head to clearer thinking: 
   -be open minded 
   -do what is right 
   -pursue excellence 
   -take responsibility for your own actions 
 
I pledge, my heart to greater loyalty: 
  -be a person of high integrity 
  -tell the truth 
  -keep your word 
  -be the friend you would like to have 
 
I pledge my hands to larger service: 
 -volunteer in the community 
 -protect your neighbours, the environment and our natural resources 
 -promote good citizenship 
 
I pledge my health to better living: 
 -show concern for others 
 -be kind, considerate and compassionate 
 -treat people fairly 
 -respect yourself and others 
 
For my club, my community, my country and my world.                      
 

 
 

 

 

4-H Pledge 
I pledge, 

My HEAD to clearer thinking, 
My HEART to greater loyalty, 

My HANDS to larger service , 
My HEALTH to better living, 
For my club, my community, my country and my world. 
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Ask members to draw the missing word in the circle. Have members practice     
repeating the 4-H Pledge.  Try including hand actions to describe the 4-H’s. 
 Head – touch head 
 Heart – place hand over heart 
 Hands – hold hands out in front of body, palms facing up  
 Health – point towards body, moving hands from head to toe 
 Club, community, country , world– hold hands in front of body, palms fac-
ing each other and spaced apart.  Widen the space with each word. 
 
Challenge members to memorize the pledge and lead members and leaders at the 
next club meeting. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Do It! 
 

Members will complete both activities 
 
My 4-H Year 
 
Time Required: 5 -10 minutes 
 
Equipment/Supplies:   

Project manual 
 Pencil or pen 

 

 

 

 

 

The 4-H logo is used all over Canada.  
The letter “H’s” in the clover leaf stand for 
the words learned in the pledge: head, 
heart, hands, and health.  
 
 The green represents agriculture and 
youth, whereas the white represents 
purity. 

4-H Achievement is a 4-H club celebration 
when members have completed their projects.  
Achievements are planned by the club.  
Members and leaders can show others in the 
club what they have learned in the 4-H 
projects. 

The 4-H Grace can be said before lunch is 
served at meetings, achievement, etc.  The 
grace can also be sung using the tune to Auld 
Lang Syne.   
The grace goes as follows: 
We thank thee, Lord, for blessings great 
On this our own fair land. 
Teach us to serve Thee joyfully 
With head, heart, health, and hands 

Leaders and parents also play an 
important role in the 4-H club.  They 
volunteer their time to teach project 
skills, transport members to meetings, 
and support hands-on learning, through 
completion of projects. 

An important part of belonging to a 4-H club, is attending meetings.  4-H clubs hold meetings 
with all of their members during the year.  At meetings, 4-H members decide which special 
events the club will have, such as field trips, tours, Achievement celebrations and more.  Each 
club does not have to elect officers, but some of the executive positions include president, 
secretary, treasurer and news reporter. 
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Instructions:   
Have members record information about their 4-H year and assist them in         
deciding which five Skill Builders they will complete over the year.  This decision 
may be based on available resources, such as supplies, meeting location or time, 
but members can be brought into this discussion to allow them to experience the 
decision making process. 

It is recommended that all project members work on the same Skill Builders, for 
ease of delivery, as a leader.  Members may each choose one or two Skill Builders 
that they would like to complete, or the group may come to a consensus on all five 
Skill Builders.  If time and resources allow, and it is the desire of the members and 
leader, more than six Skill Builders may be completed in total. 

This is my ___ year as a 4-H member. 

I belong to the _____________________ 4-H Club. 

My leader is ______________________. 

These are the members in my project group: ____________________________ 

 
Put a “check” beside the Skill Builders that you will finish this year. 

 
__ What is 4-H?  __Fibres & Fabrics   __Outdoor Living 
__ Small Animals  __Foods             __ Photography 
__ Agriculture   __Growing Things   __ Speaking Up 
__ Environment  __ Machines    __ Technology 
__ Body Works  __Money & More   __ You are a Leader 
__Crafts 
   
Encourage members to use the information they wrote down to write a speech about themselves 
and their 4-H year. 
 
Clover Time 
 
Time Required: 20-30 minutes 
 
Equipment/Supplies: 

4-H Crest outline (template on page 11) 
 Pen or Pencil 

Tape or glue 
Crayons, markers or pencil crayons 
Other craft supplies 

 
Instructions: 
Members can now create or decorate their own 4-H clover.  
 
Members can create the clover individually or together as a group.   
 
They may use whatever tools and supplies that are available to them. 
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Dig It! 
 

Encourage members to recite the pledge at each 4-H meeting, or even lead the 
pledge at their club meeting. 
 
Have members record what they are most looking forward to in the coming 4-H 
year.  This may be a specific project activity, or a club event.  They may write 
their response, or draw a picture. 
 
What’s Next? 

 

Members are now ready to complete the five Skill Builders that they have       
chosen.  Plan to take photos at your project meetings and encourage members 
to keep the items that they make.  They may choose to display their work at the 
club Achievement or other events.  
 

 

Leader’s Notes 
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Skill Builder 2: Agriculture 
 

Skills Checklist: 
 
 Name 3 kinds of farm machinery 
 Name one way machinery helps give us food. 
 

Dream it! 
 
Background For Leaders 

  
Understanding the importance of agriculture is key because agriculture provides many 
opportunities. 

 
Important Words 
 
Help members define the following words and look for members using this vocabulary in their 
discussions.  Here are some examples of how to use the “important words” to increase the 
members understanding. 
 Get members to use a dictionary and show them the range of information it provides. 
 Have members describe (rather than define) the new word in terms of their experience. 
 Help members define the words and listen for them using these words in their discussions. To 

increase the members’ understanding try providing a synonym members know or provide 
examples. The more personalized the examples the better. 

 

Age Consideration: Designed for ages 6 & 7 
 
Thinking Ahead 
  
What will you discuss with members?  Gather observations and think of examples that will help 
support your discussion. 
  
Preparing for Success 
  
Linking back to the Skills Checklist, help members identify how they will know they have been 
successful in their learning in this Builder.  Discuss what success in theses activities might look like, 
sound like, or feel like. 
  
Activating Strategy 
  
Ask members the following questions: 
 What does Agriculture mean to you? 
 Can you name 3 types of crops? Do you have a favourite? 
 What is your favourite food and what crops or animals are a part of making it? 
 

 

Agriculture Is the business of growing crops and raising animals 

Food Something that is eaten, drunk, or consumed into the body to sustain life,    
provide energy, promote growth, etc. 

Machinery Mechanical devices, including tractors and other equipment, used in farming 
to save labour.  
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Agriculture Products 
  
Time Required: 15 minutes 
  
Equipment/Supplies:  
 Member manual 
 Pen or pencil 
 Examples of Manitoba food products (pictures or actual items) 
 Examples of Manitoba crops or livestock (pictures or actual items to match 

the food products) 
   
Safety Concerns  
Are the members allergic to any of the food products that you plan to show 
them? If so, pictures could be used instead of actual food or crop items. 
  

Instructions:   
1. Read through the introduction with the members. 
2. Show them the food items or picture and crop examples or pictures. 
3. As a group have them try to match the foods and crop/animal sources 
4. Remind them that the crop and livestock may be a source for more than one food. 
5. Talk with them about more examples.  
 
Examples: 
Porridge- oats  
Pancakes- wheat, 
Eggs- chickens 
Burger– beef, pork, chicken, turkey, soybeans (tofu), mushrooms 
Bacon- pigs (may have alternate versions such as turkey or vegie) 
Bread- wheat, rye, oats, flax, barley,  
Popcorn- corn 
Pasta- wheat  
Cheerios- oats  
Milk– dairy cows, goats 
Ham- pigs 
Cheese– dairy cows, goats  
Sausage- pigs, beef 
Steak - beef, lamb, pigs 
Syrup - corn, maple trees, birch trees 
Cooking oil - canola, corn, soybeans (that are grown in Manitoba) 
French Fries - potatoes 
 
Do it! 
  

Have members participate in the following activities. Remember that you may choose other similar 
activities in place of the ones listed. 
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Machinery Collage 
 
Time Required: 15-30 minutes 
  
Equipment/Supplies:  
  Member manual 
  Pen or pencil 
  Blank sheets of paper 
  Glue or tape 
  Farm magazines, papers or pictures from the internet 
  Scissors 
   
Safety Concerns  
 
Minimal - remind members to be safe using the scissors and glue. You may wish to put down paper 
to protect the working surface. 
 
Instructions: 
 
1. Have members find pictures of farm machinery in magazines or on the internet. (You may wish 

to have them bring some from home) 
2. Have them cut the pictures out and glue them on a blank sheet of paper to make a collage.  
3. When the collages are complete, have the group share what kinds of equipment they used. Help 

them identify the different types of farm machinery in their collages.  
4. Ask them why they picked the pictures they included. Have they seen them being used on a 

farm? 
5. Remind them to keep their collage for their Showcase Challenge at club achievement. 
 
Here are some examples of machinery they could have on their collages. There are many more that 
they might find including hand tools. 
 
Tractor    Combine   Swather 
Baler (round or square)  Bale Wagon   Bale Picker 
TMR Mixer    Sprayer   Harvester 
Rake     Corn Planter   Manure Spreader 
Liquid Manure Tanker  Seed Drill   Air Seeder 
Plow     Disc    Cultivator  
Back Hoe     Skid-steer Loader  Forklift 
Farm Truck    Harrow   Stone Picker 
Forage Wagon   Grain Wagon   Auger 
Field Roller    Milking Machine   Head Gate 
Trailer     Front End Loader  Scraper 
Tractor    Ammonia Tank  Mower    
Handling Facilities   Chain saw   GPS 
Waterers    Self Feeders   Electric Fencer 
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Machinery Field Trip 
 
Time Required: 30-60 minutes (plus travel time) 
  
Equipment/Supplies:  
Member manual 
Pen or pencil 
Vehicle for field trip or have members brought and supervised by parent 
   
Safety Concerns  
Caution members to be aware of their surroundings, and to stay in the group.  
Depending on size of group you may wish to have parents come along to help 
supervise the field trip. Remind them that they are at a business where people 
are working and not to touch or climb on equipment unless invited to do so. 

 
Instructions 
1. Arrange and take the members on a field trip to a local farm or dealership to see some of the      

equipment first hand. Ask the owner to show and talk to your members about the machinery 
they sell/use. Let the owner know what the members are learning about in this skill builder, that 
the members will have prepared questions to ask them. Tell them that the members will be    
interested in learning what the equipment does and how much it costs.  

2. Prior to the field trip talk to the members about farm machinery and how it helps producers with 
their work.  

3. Remind them what they learned in making their Machinery Collage. 
4. Brainstorm questions that they can ask their tour guide. 
5. Have them write down at least one question in their manuals and to take with them if going on a 

tour. 
6. At the next project meeting (or immediately after the tour, at your meeting location) take a few 

moments to talk about what they saw and learned and to answer the Dig It questions. 
 
If a tour isn't possible, you could also invite an agricultural producer to come and talk to the      
members about farm machinery and give them some extra information on the machines and how 
they work to produce the food they eat.  
   

Dig it! 
  

Have members reflect on their learning by asking the following questions: 
 
What is something new you’ve learned about agriculture? 
 
What is your favourite type of farm machinery? 
 
How does this kind of farm machinery help make some of the food products you like to eat? 
 

What’s Next? 
 

Projects that members may want to explore another year include the  “Growing Things“ series.  
“Exploring Plants” or “ Growing Things” would be great projects to try. They may also be interested 
in projects in the Beef Series,  Dairy Series, Environment Series, Equine Series, Food Series or Small 
Animals Series. 
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Skill Builder 3: Environment 
 

Skills Checklist 
 
 Define the three R’s. 
 Describe how you can help the environment 
 

Dream it! 
 

Background for Leaders 
 

In this builder members will learn how everyone can do something to save the environment. The 
concepts of reduce, reuse and recycle are explored.  
Reduce: Talk with members about ways to reduce what they consume.  Some examples are: walk or 
ride a bike instead of driving when possible, use energy efficient light bulbs and appliances, turn off 
the light when you leave the room, turn off the water when brushing your teeth, compost plant 
waste and buy less. 
Reuse: Talk with members about how to reuse things rather than always getting something new.  
Some examples are: use refillable water bottles, use reusable grocery bags rather than plastic bags, 
take a lunch box to school rather than a paper bag, use both sides of a piece of paper and find fun 
and creative ways to reuse things to make crafts etc.  
Recycle: Talk with members about what can be recycled and where they can be taken.  Such things 
as: plastic containers, soda cans, tin cans, cardboard, paper and glass. 
 
Important Words 
 
Help members define the following words and look for members using this vocabulary in their 
discussions.  Here are some examples of how to use the “important words” to increase the 
members understanding. 
 Get members to use a dictionary and show them the range of information it provides. 
 Have members describe (rather than define) the new word in terms of their experience. 
 Help members define the words and listen for them using these words in their discussions. To 

increase the members’ understanding try providing a synonym members know or provide 
examples. The more personalized the examples the better. 

 
  
Age Considerations:  Designed for ages 6 and up. 
 
Thinking ahead 
 
What will you discuss with members? Gather observations and think of examples that will help 
support your discussion. Gathering a variety of recyclable items will help with the discussion about 
how to reduce, reuse and recycle. 
  
 

Environment The surroundings or conditions in which a person, animal, or plant lives 
or operates. 

Reduce Make smaller or less in amount, degree, or size. 

Reuse Use again or more than once. 

Recycle Convert (waste) into reusable material.  
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Preparing for Success 
 
Linking back to the Skills Checklist, help members identify how they will know 
they have been successful in learning from this builder.  Discuss what success in 
these activities might look like, sound like, or feel like.  

 
Activating Strategies 
 
Have members learned about the environment in school?  Do members know 
where the energy we use comes from?  Why do they think it is important to       
reduce, reuse, recycle?  What is the difference between garbage and recycla-
bles?  

 
Reduce Reuse Recycle Word Search 
  
Time Required: 10 - 15 minutes 
 
Equipment:/Resources 
 Project manual 
 Pencil or pen, eraser  
 Crayons, markers or coloured pencils 
 
Instructions: 
Have the members complete the Reduce Reuse and Recycle word search in their book. As mem-
bers find the words discuss what the words mean. It will be helpful to have some recyclable as 
props.   Encourage members to work together.  
 
 

 

 

 
Environment 
Energy 
Earth 
Green 
Reduce 
Reuse 
Recycle 
Repair 
Paper 
Plastic 
Glass 
Metal 
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Do It! 
 

Go Green! 
 
Time Required: 15 minutes 
 
Materials: 
4-H Manual 
Pencil 
 
Instructions: 
1. Discuss with members how to reduce their impact on the environment.    
2. Instruct members to write down how they can reduce their impact.   
3. Possible answers are:  walk or ride their bike, turn off the light when they leave a room, don’t 

run water when brushing their teeth, recycle, compost or buy less.  

 
Reuse 
 
Taking one thing and turning it into something else is called reuse. There are many fun things that 
you can do to turn recyclables into something else.  Give the members directions for these        
projects.  Choose one to make. 
 
 
Cereal Box Bookmarks 
 
Materials: 
 Cereal box  
 20 cm ribbon or cord 
 Pencil/marker 
 Paper scissors 
 Hole punch 
 
Instructions: 
1. Make a template that is 3.8 cm by 15 cm. 
2. Flatten cereal boxes into a single layer.  Lay template on top and move until you like it’s         

location.  This is what the bookmark will look like. 
3. Trace around template and cut out bookmark. 
4. Locate the middle of the top of one end and using hole punch make one hole. 
5. Thread ribbon through the hole and tie. 
6. Have members date and sign the back of the bookmark. 
Optional:  Members could sign the bookmark and give as gifts to friends and family members 
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Savings Bank 
 
Time Required:  1 hour 
 
Materials: 
 1 Clean glass jar (mason, jelly, condiment jar, etc.) 
 Scissors 
 A variety of decorating supplies: paint, scrapbook paper, 

fabric scraps, stickers labels, markers (something to 
decorate the jar) modge podge, foam paintbrush, low 
temp glue gun, cardboard, tape, etc. 

 

Saving for a 

Bike 

 

Instructions: 
 Clean glass jar.  Mason jar lids can have a cardboard insert to replace the snap on lid. Cut a slot 

for change to be inserted.  If a condiment jar is used members will  unscrew lid to inset coins. 
2. Have members think about something they would like to save money for.  This will be the 

theme for decorating the bank. 
3. Provide members with a variety of items they can use to decorate the jar; scrapbook paper,  

fabric scraps, ribbon, stickers, labels, etc.  Apply items to jar using low temperature glue gun, 
modge podge, tape, etc.  

4. Members can be as creative as they would like! 

Tin Can Drum 
 
Time Required:  1 hour 
 
Materials: 
 Small tin can label off and washed 
 Acrylic paint and paint brush 
 20 inch balloon 
 Scissors 
 Enough ribbon/cord/yarn or pipe cleaners to go around the top of the can for decoration 
 Low temperature glue gun 
 2 long pencils to be used as drum sticks 
 
Instructions: 
 Wash and dry tin can removing the label. 
 Paint can as desired.  And let dry thoroughly before next 

step. 
 With scissors cut the neck off of the balloon. 
 Stretch top of balloon over the tin can.  Stretch it as much as  
       possible to get the best drum sound.  
5. Glue ribbon or tie trim  on top of the seam between the tin 

can and the balloon. 
6. Use pencils as drum sticks! The sides of the can will make great sound as well. 
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Leader’s Notes 

Dig it! 
 

Now that members have a deeper understanding about the environment it is time 
for them to reflect on their learning and apply what they now know by answering 
the following questions. 
 
Did you find any new words in the word search?  Have members write two in the 
space provided. 
      Colour the words that are things to be recycled green. 
       Paper  Plastic  Glass  Metal 
 
What could your 4-H club do to reduce the impact it has in the environment? 

What’s Next 

 
The Environment Project Series has 6 projects that you can take to learn more about the world you 
live in. 
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Skill Builder 4: Sports, Fitness & Body Works 

 
Skills Checklist 
 
 Name the different food groups in Canada’s Food Guide 
 Explain why moving your body is important 
 List three things that everyone can do to be active 
 
Dream it! 

 

Background for Leaders 
 

Important Words  
 
Help members define the following words and look for members using this vocabulary in their 
discussions.  Here are some examples of how to use the “important words” to increase the members 
understanding. 
 Get members to use a dictionary and show them the range of information it provides. 
 Have members describe (rather than define) the new word in terms of their experience. 
 Help members define the words and listen for them using these words in their discussions. To 

increase the members’ understanding try providing a synonym members know or provide 
examples. The more personalized the examples the better. 

Age Considerations – Designed for ages 6 and up 
 
Thinking Ahead 
 
What will you discuss with your members?  Gather observations and think of examples that will help 
support your discussion. 
 
Preparing for Success 
 
Linking back to the Skills Checklist, help members identify how they will know they have been 
successful in learning from this builder.  Discuss what success in these activities might look like, 
sound like, or feel like. 
 
Activating Strategies 
 
Ask members what they have learned in previous Skill Builders, include the Skill Builder about 4-H.  
Ask members if they have ever thought about what their bodies need to stay healthy. 
 
Nutrition and Healthy Snacking 
The foods that we choose to eat should keep us healthy and strong.  That’s why it is important to 
follow the recommendations provided in Canada’s Food Guide. Check the website at  
https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/canada-food-guides.html 

Active Any energetic movement that gets your body moving and increases your heart 
rate.  

Nutritious Healthy foods that have good ingredients to provide you with proper fuel to be 
active. 

 

https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/canada-food-guides.html
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Both the type and amount of food that we eat can affect our physical and mental 
performance throughout the day. 
 
It is important to be able to identify food from each of the four food groups; 
vegetables and fruit, grain products, milk and alternatives, and meat and 
alternatives, and how many servings of each food group are recommended each 
day.  It is also important to understand and be able to identify serving sizes for 
common foods that we eat.  This is because nutrition labels and dietary 
recommendations are based on these serving sizes. 
 
Physical Activity 
No matter what age, or stage in life, physical activity improves health.  By building physical activity 
into daily routines, at home, school and work or play, anyone can improve their physical fitness. 
Canada’s Physical Activity Guide for youth encourages us to; increase strength, flexibility, and 
endurance activities, while reducing long periods of sitting or inactivity.  It may be useful to 
familiarize yourself with this document prior to holding your project meeting.  The Canada’s 
Physical Activity Guide can be found at: http:www.phac-aspc.gc.ca/pau-uap/paguide/child_youth/
youth/index.html. There is also a fact sheet promoting healthy living for young Canadians. It can be 
found at: https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/health-promotion/fact-sheet/active-
at-school.html  
 
Screen Time 
Over the years, we have become increasingly inactive.  We spend more time in front of 
“screens”  (watching television, playing video games and using the computer) than ever before.  
This means that less of our time is being spent being active.  
 
An important message for youth is to limit “non-active” time that may be spent watching television, 
or using the computer or internet.  Encourage youth, to spend more of their time being physically 
active each day. 
 
List of Activities 
This list includes ideas for; sports for one, sports for two, team sports, no-loser games, cold or hot 
weather fun, and around the house chores to increase daily physical activity. 
 

 

Shovelling 
Making snow people 
Hockey 
Tobogganing 
Nature walks 
Walking your dog 
Hoola Hoop 
Gymnastics 
Tumbling 
Keep up the balloon 
Twister 
Hackey Sack 
Marco Polo 
Raking leaves 
Kneading Bread 
Scrubbing floors 

Doing Laundry 
Horseback riding 
Martial Arts 
Mopping floors 
Pull-ups 
Push-ups 
Rowing a boat 
Running in place 
Volleyball 
Skating  
Touch football 
Double dutch 
Jogging 
Soccer 
Snowboarding  
Hiking 

Sit-ups 
Vacuuming 
Washing the car 
Weeding 
Yoga 
Cleaning windows 
Tag 
Biking 
Hopscotch 
Dance 
Pogo Stick 
Skipping 
Sprints 
Tennis 
Shoot hoops 
Ping-pong 

Badminton 
Bowling 
Cheerleading 
Basketball 
Handstand contests 
Jump Rope 
Pitching and hitting 
Contests 
Throw snowballs 
Frisbee 
Hiking 
Skateboarding 
Baseball/Softball 
Volleyball 
Snowboarding 
Kickball 
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Sing Along 
 
Guide members through the songs in their member manual.  
Create moves to go along with the songs. Some moves may be arm movements 
or jumps - whatever fits. This will get the members thinking about some nutri-
tious foods and get them moving! 
 
Do It! 
 
Guide members through the two activities provided in their manuals (Be Smart 
Eat Smart & Get Moving) or other similar activities that you may create. They 

can be completed in either order.  If possible, you may consider complete the Get Moving activity 
outdoors, to model the importance of being active and spending time outdoors.  This may provide 
an opportunity to discuss the basics of sun safety with members. 
  
Be Smart Eat Smart 
 
Time Required – 25-30 minutes 
  
Safety Considerations: 
Be aware of any food allergies amongst the members in your group.  You should inform parents/
guardians that you will be offering a snack as part of the lesson ahead of time and be aware of any 
allergies your members may have. Make sure you go over basic kitchen rules as they will be helping 
prepare the snacks. Some of these may be information on how hot an oven is, or being careful of 
utilization of sharp knives.  
 
Instructions:  
Prepare the two healthy snacks. These are nutritious snacks that incorporate great taste and have 
some substitutes that are healthier than other ingredients. For example, using a pita shell (whole 
wheat) adds more nutritional value and provides a thinner crust then regular white pizza dough. 
Making a banana snack is a healthier substitute for a  granola bar or a sugary desert snack, but still 
has some of the deliciousness.  
 
Have members attempt to identify what food groups their snack incorporates, using the food guide. 
Have members identify and draw or write out 2 food groups they incorporated in their snacks. 
Prompt the discussion about sugary snacks, such as cake or a cookie, and how they do or do not fit 
with the food guide and talk about what a better snack would be. 
 
Banana Sushi:  Individual serving size for a snack is 1 small banana or 5 pieces. 
 
Equipment and supplies:  
Butter knife 
Cutting board 
Small baking pan 
 
Instructions: 
1.   Peel banana 
2.  Spread either peanut butter or Nutella over the banana 
3.  Once the banana is coated with spread of your choice (Nutella or peanut butter) 
4.  Pour some Rice Krispie cereal into the small baking pan. Roll the banana in the cereal 
5.  Once  covered in the cereal cut the banana into approximately 3 cm pieces and enjoy!  
 

 

 

Ingredients: 
1 Banana 
15 mL Nutella or peanut butter 
59 mL Rice Krispie cereal 
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Pita Pizza:  Individual serving size for a snack is 1/2 of pita pizza.  
 
Equipment and supplies: 
Baking sheet 
Oven mitts 
Measuring spoon 
 
Ingredients:  
1 Pita (8 inch, 20 cm) 
30 mL tomato or marinara sauce (add pesto or other seasonings as well) 
75g chopped cooked meat (ham, bacon, pepperoni or sausage) 
Other pizza toppings of your choice (mushrooms, pineapple, peppers, spinach) 
118 mL-237 mL mozzarella cheese, shredded 

Instructions: 
1. Place the rack in the oven in the top position.  
2. Turn the oven on to broil.  
3. Place the pita bread on the ungreased baking sheet.  
4. Flatten with your hand. Spread the sauce over the pita almost to the edges using the back of 

the measuring spoon.  
5. Sprinkle your toppings and meat over the pizza then sprinkle the cheese on top.  
6. Broil on the top rack in the oven for about 7 minutes or until the cheese is melted and the edge 

of the pita is crisp. 
7. Use the oven mitts to remove the baking sheet to the wire rack to cool. Cuts into 6 wedges.  

 
Get Moving 
 
Time Required: 15-17 minutes 
 
Equipment and supplies: 
      Balloons, Chairs, Music, Die 
 
Instructions:  
Have students role the die and whichever number it lands on have them complete the 
corresponding activity listed below.    
 
1 = Duck, Duck, GOOSE!! 
1. Have members sit  facing each other in a circle. 
2. To play, one member  is "it" and walks around the circle (can walk in direction of their choice).  
3. As they walk around, they tap member’s heads and say whether they are a "duck" or a 

"goose".  
4. Once a member is the goose they get up and try to chase "it" around the circle. The goal is to 

tag the “it” member before they are able sit down in the goose's spot. If the “it” member 
makes it back to the spot before being tagged then the goose becomes “it” and the game 
continues, if “it” gets tagged before sitting down in the gooses spot then “it” continues to be 
“it” for another round.  

 

2 = Red Light, Green Light, Stop!  
1. To play, you will choose an “it” and have the rest of the members go to the starting line.  
2. When the cop yells, “green light,” the members will move forward. But when “it’ yells, “red 

light,” the members must immediately freeze. Anyone caught moving on “red light” will be 
sent back to the starting line.  

3. This will continue until the first member reaches the “it”..  
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3 = Balloon Battle  
1.To play, blow up a balloon and put it in the middle of a table.  
2.Split members into two teams.  
3.Have one team stand at one edge of the table; have the other team on the other edge.  
4.At the count of three, try to blow the balloon off the other team’s side of the table.  
5.The team to blow the balloon off the opponents side first wins! 

 
4 = Musical Chairs  
1. To play, have members arrange chairs in a circle (backs against backs) with one less then the 

amount of members playing. 
2. Have members walk around the chairs in a clockwise rotation when you play music.  
3. When the music stops have members sit down on the closest chair empty to them. 
4. The member without a chair will be out.  
5. Remove another chair and continue the rounds until there is only one member with a chair.  

 
5 = Simon Says   
1. To play, choose one member to be “Simon”.  
2. Simon calls out commands. 
3. If the command starts with “Simon says…” the players have to do it. If the command doesn’t start 

with “Simon says…” and a player does it, they’re out.  
4. The last person standing wins!  
Some examples of commands to be called are: play rock paper scissors with the closest member, dance, 
jump up and down, make an animal noise, stay in one spot, balance on one foot, do jumping jacks. 
 
6 = Keep the Balloon up 

1. To play, split members into two groups (or more, depending on how many members). 
2. Have members keep a blown balloon up in the air, they can keep it up using any part of their body. 

(Head, arms, chest, legs) 
3. The first team to let the balloon hit the floor is out.  
4. To make it more challenging add more balloons to keep up. 

 
Be sure that members are using a safe location to play.  When you’re finished, provide members with 
water and discuss the importance of re-hydrating after physical activity.   

 
Ask members how their body’s feel after being physically active.  What do they notice about their bod-
ies? Are they sweating? Has their heart rate increased? Finally, ask members how physical activity or 
play help keeps them healthy? 
 
Dig It! 

 
Moving Matters! 
 
Ask members to reflect on what they learned during this Skill Builder.  Have them name up to five things 
that are important to stay healthy, and get them to write it down in their book on the 5 sticky notes pro-
vided on the page.  Encourage them to share what they learned with someone at home. 
 
What’s Next? 
 
Members that are interested in a body works project  for another year may want to explore  the  “Sorts, 
Fitness and Body Works“ series.  The series has 4 project manuals at the Explore, Discover and Master 
levels. 
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Skill Builder 5: Crafts 
 

Skills Checklist 
                                   
 Describe how to paint 
 Give 3 examples of different textures 
 Follow the steps to make a craft 
 
Dream it! 

 
Background for Leaders 
 
In this builder the members will learn painting techniques, about line, texture and how to use  
different types of paint brushes.  
 
Members will make a craft that is fun and easy.  When using the different handmade paintbrushes 
allow members to experiment and try different techniques.  Discuss what texture is and the different 
types of lines that can be made.  How is line and texture used in designing their picture? If members 
choose to paint rocks or twigs make sure that they let the first layer of paint dry before applying the 
next layer.   
 
Important Words 
 
Help members define the following words and look for members using this vocabulary in their 
discussions.  Here are some examples of how to use the “important words” to increase the 
members understanding. 
 Get members to use a dictionary and show them the range of information it provides. 
 Have members describe (rather than define) the new word in terms of their experience. 
 Help members define the words and listen for them using these words in their discussions. To 

increase the members’ understanding try providing a synonym members know or provide 
examples. The more personalized the examples the better. 

 To increase the members’ understanding try providing a synonym members know or provide 
examples. The more personalized the examples the better. 

Age Considerations: Designed for ages 6 and up. 
 
Thinking ahead 
 
What will you have members bring to this meeting? 
What will you discuss with members?  Gather observations and think of examples of craft 
supplies that will help support your discussion. 
  
Preparing for Success 
 
 Linking back to the Skills Checklist, ask members how they will be successful in this builder.   

Texture The feel, appearance, or consistency of a surface or a substance 

Line A long narrow mark or band 

Acrylic Paint A fast drying  water soluble paint made of pigment suspended in acrylic      
polymer emulsion.   
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Have members look around and see how many craft supplies they can see in the room they 
are meeting in. 
 
Activating Strategies 
 
Have any of the members made crafts before?  What types of things have they made?  What 
is their favorite type of craft to make?  What types of craft supplies have they used before? 
 

Do It Yourself Paint Brushes 

Instructions: 
1. Use a clothes peg to pinch the new paintbrush head.  Some may need a piece of tape wrapped 

around to keep the peg closed.  Use scissors to cut to size if needed.  
2. Put different paint colours on paper plates.  
3. Experiment with paintbrushes and paint a picture  
4. Discuss texture and line with members 
 
Do it! 
 
Here are some suggestions for members to try.  Instructions are included.  Other crafts may be 
used if you wish. 
 
Rock Painting 
 
Time Required: 1 hour 
 
Safety Considerations: 
Bigger Rocks are easier for small hands to manipulate.  However, they are also heavier! 
 
Materials: 
 Clean dry rocks in a variety of sizes 
 Variety of colours of acrylic paint 
 Different sized paint brushes 
 Paper plates 
 Cups for water 
 Newspaper 

 

Instructions: 
1. Protect work table surface with newspaper.  Paint rock a base colour, or multiple colours 
2. Let paint dry on the rock 
3. Add the next layer of detail on the rock  
4. Let rock dry 
5. Continue until rock is finished.  
6. Clean paint brushes 
 

Materials 
 Clothes pegs 
 Variety of items  
 Variety of colours of Acrylic paint 
 Paper plates 
 Scissors/tape 
 Large paper to paint a picture 

Brush Ideas 
Tin foil, plastic wrap, koosh ball, felt, Velcro, pipe 
cleaner, feather, different sized pompoms, bubble 
wrap, leaves, flower, yarn, ribbon,  sponge, makeup 
sponge, loofah, packing peanut, cardboard,     
marshmallow, fun fur, cotton batting, Q-tips, pasta, 
button, cupcake liner, burlap, scouring pad 
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Leader’s Notes 

 Painted Stick Bouquet 
 
Time Required: 1 hour 
 

Dig it! 
  
With the members, review the painting techniques that members used.  How many kinds of       
textures can members name?  Were they able to follow the instructions of the craft that they 
made? 
 
This information will be used to complete the Skills Chart on the members’ My Portfolio Page at 
the back of their manuals.  
 
What’s Next? 
 

Members that are interested in a crafts project  for another year may want to explore the “Crafts” 
series.  The series has 4 project manuals at the Explore, Discover and Master levels. 

Materials: 
 Variety of sticks 
 Jar or vase 
 Variety of colours of Acrylic 

Paint 
 Different sized paint   

brushes 
 Paper plates 
 Cup of water 
 Newspapers 

Instructions: 
1. Make sure sticks are clean, dry and all loose 

bark is removed.   
2. Paint a few sticks solid colours 
3. Think about what colours go well together.  
4. Paint sticks in many colours for a striped effect.  Make sure 

each colour dries before adding a new one. or the colours 
will mix.  Unless the intention is to have the colours mix. 

5. Prop up painted sticks on rolled newspaper to dry. 
6. Decorate as desired with dots and designs. 
7. Place painted sticks in jar or vase for display 
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Skill Builder 6: Fibres and Fabrics  
 

Skills Checklist 
 
 Name sewing tools 
 Sew a running stitch 
 Sew on a button 
 

Dream it! 
  

Background for Leaders 
  

Cutting tools 
Sewing scissors - are very important and members will need their own.  Choose a pair 10 cm to 15 
cm long, with sharp blades for cutting threads, trimming and clipping seams. 
Dressmaker’s shears - are used for cutting fabric, and are very sharp.  Use them with care. 
 
Measuring tools 
Ruler - a 15 cm clear plastic ruler or a metal sewing gauge is handy. 
 
Sewing tools 
Pins - choose fine, non-rusting, stainless steel dressmaker pins.  Pins with coloured heads are easy 
to see and handle. 
Pin cushions - come in different shapes and sizes.   
Stitch ripper - a useful tool used to take out stitches when a mistake is made. 
  
Important Words  
 
Help members define the following words and look for members using this vocabulary in their 
discussions.  Here are some examples of how to use the “important words” to increase the 
members understanding. 
 Get members to use a dictionary and show them the range of information it provides. 
 Have members describe (rather than define) the new word in terms of their experience. 
 Help members define the words and listen for them using these words in their discussions. To 

increase the members’ understanding try providing a synonym members know or provide 
examples. The more personalized the examples the better. 

Age Considerations: Designed for ages 6 and up. 
 
Thinking Ahead 
  
Discuss with the members which project they want to complete. What will you have your 
members bring to the first meeting? 
Sewing scissors, tape measure, 15 cm ruler, pins, pin cushion, marking pencil, stitch ripper 
Supplies for the stitching project  
 
 

Running Stitch a simple needlework stitch consisting of a line of small even stitches that run in 

Button a small disk or knob sewn onto a garment, either to fasten it by being pushed 

Parallel  side by side and having the same distance continuously between them.  
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What will you discuss with members?  Gather observations and think of 
examples that will help support your discussion. 
  
Preparing for Success 
  
Ask members how they know they will be successful in this builder.  Discuss what 
success looks like, sounds like, and feels like. 
  
Activating Strategies 
  
Ask members to think about what they know about sewing, who they have seen 
sewing, and what members would like to sew. 
 
Safety Considerations: 
  
Be sure there is good light to see the needle clearly to control it . 
Keep the knee or foot control where you won’t accidentally bump it. 
Have your right hand ready to control starting and stopping the balance wheel. 
Careful not to put your fingers in front of the sewing machine needle when it is sewing.   

 
Fabrics  
  
Time Required: 10 minutes 
  
Equipment/Supplies:  
Pen or Pencil 
Manual 
 
Instructions  
Have members look around the room to see how many different things they can see that are made 
from fabric.  Some examples could include jackets, clothing, carpet, furniture, dish towels, etc. Have 
members write or draw them in the box. Now have them pick out the ones that also have buttons -  
Jackets, clothing etc. 
 
Members should now have an idea of what the important sewing tools are. 
 
Help members do the Skill Builder activities below. 
  
Running Stitch  
 
Time Required: 10 - 20 minutes 
  
Equipment/Supplies:  
Needle and thread 
Scrap of  fabric or a piece of loose leaf 
 
Instructions: 
A simple stitch used for stitching small projects together. Demonstrate to members. Thread the 
needle, tie a knot at the end of the thread.  Poke the needle up from the back of the fabric (or paper), 
poke down and up creating a dotted line on the front and back of the fabric. Stitches should be even 
and 5mm long. 
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String Card 
Teach member how to hold a needle and stitch by making a stitched card.  
                       
Material 
Card Stock 
Embroidery cotton or string 
Large embroidery needle—dull point 
Scissors 
Pencil, eraser 
Heart Template (or any  shape) 
 

 
Instructions: 
1. Cut card stock to the size of card desired. 
2. Trace your heart (or other shape) template on the card with a pencil. 
3. Using the needle punch holes along the pencil marks.  Erase pencil marks. 
4. Thread needle with embroidery cotton or string . 
5. Tape the end of the thread on the back of the card.  Poke the needle through the card and then 

into a different hole. Continue criss crossing thread until every hole has been stitched. Help 
members to have even stitches without excess thread or the stitch being too tight. 

6. Cut off any excess thread and tape the end to the back of the card. 
 
Sewing on a Button 
 
Materials: 
Needle 
Thread 
Button 
Scrap of fabric 
 
Instructions: 
1. Start with a hand-sewing needle and double the thread, knotted at the end.  It is best to have the 

thread colour match the button colour. 
2. Hold the button where you want it to be. 
3. In order to hide the knot, begin from the wrong side of the fabric and punch the needle up 

through one of the button’s holes. 
4. Go back down through the next hole in the pattern you have chosen. Do just these two holes for 

6 repetitions, then move to the next hole in the pattern. 

Cross Parallel Square Decorative 
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Do it! 

 
Activities To Do  
 
Members should make one of the projects. Other simple sewing projects can also 
be used. 
 
Tank top Tote Bag 
 
Time Required: 1 hour 
 
Materials: 
Tank Top (no sleeves) 
Needle and thread (or embroidery thread) 
Ruler and marking pen 
Stitch ripper 
Assortment of 2 hole and 4 hole  buttons 

   
Instructions: 
1. Remove tags and labels from the tank top using a stitch ripper. Lay tank top 

flat.  Decide on a button design. 
2. Sew buttons onto tank top. 
3. Turn tank top inside out and lay flat. 
4. Measure and mark where you want the bottom seam of your tote to be.  
5. Sew two rows of running stitch across the bottom.  Secure each end with a knot. 
6. Turn tank top right side out. 
 
Jazzy Clothes 
 
Time Required: 1 hour 
 
Materials: 
One item of clothing  - a t-shirt, jeans, sweater, etc.  
Needle, thread to match button colour 
Assortment of 2 hole and 4 hole buttons 
  
Instructions: 
1. Work with members to a design they would like to sew buttons on to the garment. 
2. Get creative - use a contrast thread colour, use decorative stitches etc.  
 
For example: 
 Around a neckline 
 Around the edge of a sleeve 
 Around the edge of a pant leg on a pair of jeans. 
 Make a design in the centre of the t-shirt 
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Dig it! 
 

Now that members have a deeper understanding of the basics of sewing it is 
time for them to reflect on their learning and apply what they now know by 
answering the following questions.  
How many items made from fabric did you draw or write down in the Dream It!  
section? 
Do you know what kind of fabric they were? 
What other sewing projects would you like to make? 
 

 

What’s Next 
 

Members that are interested in a Fibres and Fabrics project for another year may want to explore  
the Fibres and Fabrics series.  The series has 4 project manuals at the Explore, Discover and 
Master levels. 

Leader’s Notes 
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Skill Builder 7: Foods 

 
Skills Checklist 
 
 Name the four food groups 
 Follow a recipe 
  
Dream it! 
  

Background for Leaders  
  
Learning about the food we eat is important health-wise.  People need food in order to survive and 
gain energy. 
 
Kitchen Safety 
 

1. Kitchens should have a fire extinguisher and a smoke 
alarm located in or near by.   

2. Teach the members the dangers in the kitchen.  Remind 
them that they will encounter hot surfaces and sharp 
objects, and they need to take extra caution when working 
in the kitchen.  Let members know that the kitchen is not a 
place for ‘horseplay’.  They need to pay attention to each 
task they are doing. 

3. Demonstrate how kitchen equipment works, such as a 
mixer.  However, use good judgement when deciding 
what is safe for the members to do at their particular age. 

4. Have members use metal or plastic utensils, measuring 
cups and bowls that won’t break if they fall. 

5. Good hand washing is the first line of defense against the spread of many germs and cross 
contamination. 

  
Food Guide - Groups and Suggested Servings 
   
  
 
 

  
  

 

 
 

Fruits and Vegetables 
Examples include asparagus, soy beans, 
berries, beets, celery, spinach, zucchini, 
mushrooms, oranges, grapes, etc. 
 
Grain Products 
Examples include bread, cereal, crackers, 
pasta or noodles, muffins, popcorn, rice, 
waffles, etc. 

Milk and Alternatives 
Examples include cheese, milk,      
cottage cheese, soy milk, yogurt, etc. 
 
Meat and Alternatives 
Examples include chicken, beef, duck, 
fish, beans, eggs, nuts, peanut butter, 
tofu, turkey, pork, veal, etc. 
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Important Words 
 
Help members define the following words and look for members using this vocabulary in their  
discussions.  Here are some examples of how to use the “important words” to increase the    
members understanding. 
 Get members to use a dictionary and show them the range of information it provides. 
 Have members describe (rather than define) the new word in terms of their experience. 
 Help members define the words and listen for them using these words in their discussions. To 

increase the members’ understanding try providing a synonym members know or provide    
examples. The more personalized the examples the better. 

 

 

Age Considerations: Designed for ages 6 and up 
  
Thinking ahead 
  
What will you discuss with members?  Gather observations and think of example that will help 
support your discussion. 
 
Preparing for Success 
  
Linking back to the Skills Checklist, help members identify how they will know they have been  
successful in their learning in this Builder.  Discuss what success in these activities might look like, 
sound like, or feel like.  

  
Activating Strategies 
  
Get members to think about the different food groups.  Have they seen the Canada Food Guide 
before?  Have they helped plant a garden? 
  
  
 
 
 
 

Ingredient Something that is mixed with other components. 

Food Group A group of foods that give similar nutrients. 

Recipe Instructions for making a food item including what ingredients to use.  

 Children  Teens  Adults  

 2-3 4-8 9-13 14-18  19-50  51+ Years  

 Girls and Boys  Female Male Female Male Female Male 

Vegetables and Fruit 4 5 6 7 8 7-8 8-10 7 7 

Grain Products 3 4 6 6 7 6-7 8 6 7 

Milk and Alternatives 2 2 3-4 3-4 3-4 2 2 3 3 

Meat and 
Alternatives 

1 1 1-2 2 3 2 3 2 3 
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Do it! 
 

Eat Well Plate 
Time required:  20 minutes 
 
Equipment/Supplies:   
Pencil, crayons or pencil crayons and Member manual 
  
References 
Canada’s Food Guide from the Health Canada Website: 
https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/canada-food-guides.html   

 
Instructions: 
Have members think about the 4 food groups.  Ask them how large a serving of each they should 
eat. Refer to the Canada’s Food Guide Eat Well Plate. Ask members to colour each section of the 
plate and talk about what foods would go into each one. 
 
Cooking up a Storm 
  
Time Required: Depends on project chosen 
  
Choose ONE of these recipes to try.  Keep in mind, that these are only suggestions. Other recipes 
are also acceptable. 
 
Easy Apple Pie Bites 
 
Safety Considerations:   
Be careful when using the knife to core and slice the apple into 8 pieces.  Leaders should take the 
apple pie bites in and out of the oven.  
 
Equipment/Supplies: 
Microwave safe bowl 
Knife 
Measuring spoons 
 
Ingredients 
1 Granny Smith apple    
1 can crescent rolls original 
70 mL brown sugar 
 
 Instructions:  
1. Heat oven to 375 °F (190 °C) Line cookie sheet with parchment paper, or grease cookie sheet.  

Set aside. 
2. With your member, core and cut the apple into 8 slices 
3. Melt butter in the microwave 
4. In a small bowl, toss apple slices in melted butter and set aside. 
5. Separate dough into 8 triangles. 
6.  In small bowl, mix brown sugar and cinnamon. Divide mixture evenly among the triangles. Top 

each with an apple slice at the widest end. Wrap dough around the apple slice . Place on cookie 
sheet.  

7. Bake 10 to 12 minutes or until crescents are deep golden brown and apples are softened.  
8. Cool 5 minutes before serving. 
 
 

Cookie sheet 
Parchment paper (optional) 

5 mL  cinnamon 
45 mL. butter 

https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/canada-food-guides.html
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Popcorn Trail Mix 
 
Time required:  20 minutes 
 
Safety Considerations:   
Please be aware of may nut allergies members may have. 
 
Equipment and supplies: 
Large zip lock bag 
Small bowls 

 
Ingredients: 
Microwave popcorn or hot air popcorn 
An assortment of healthy snack foods such as: 
Nuts (almonds, peanuts, cashews etc.) 
Dried Fruit (raisins, cranberries etc.) 
Pretzels or Cereal 
Candy covered chocolate such as Smarties 
 
Instructions: 
1. Pop popcorn. 
2. Fill a large zip lock bag with popcorn and healthy snack foods of your choice. 
3. Seal the bag and shake it up! 
 
Fruit Pizza Crackers 
 
Time Required: 30 minutes 
 
Equipment and supplies:  
Measuring cups and spoons 
Spoon 
Butter knife 
Sharp knife and cutting board 
plate 
 
Ingredients: 
Wasa Crispbread 
120 mL cream cheese 
45 mL honey 
Assorted fruit: strawberry, raspberry, blueberry, blackberry, kiwi 
 
Instructions: 
1. Mix honey and cream cheese 
2. Spread an even amount of cream cheese mixture on a crispbread 
3. Slice fruit into small pieces and put on top of cream cheese  
4. Serve immediately 
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Dig it! 
    

While enjoying the food you prepared, have members reflect on their new skills  
and apply what they now know by answering the following questions.  
What recipe did you make? 
What are the different food groups that are used in your cooking project?                            
What was the easiest part of your cooking project? 
What was the hardest part? 
 

What’s Next? 
 

Members that are interested in a foods project for another year may want to explore the Food      
series. The series has 5 project manuals at the Explore, Discover and Master levels. 

Leader’s Notes 
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Skill Builder 8: Growing Things 
 

Skills Checklist: 
 
 Name the 4 parts of a plant 
 Name 3 plants that we grow for food in Manitoba 
 
Dream it! 
 
Background For leaders  
 

The skill check list focuses on the member’s learning to name the four parts of a plant and  
understanding that we grow plants for food in Manitoba. 
 
Have you ever thought about having a "green thumb?" It means you are good at growing plants. 
Some people use their green thumb to grow pretty plants and flowers indoors and out. Some grow 
crunchy vegetables to eat, as well as fruit and berries. Farmers grow lots of plants in their fields.      
4-H garden and field crops projects could help you grow a green thumb. Let's explore plants to see 
if you'd like to do more of these projects. 
 
Important Words  
 
Help members define the following words and look for members using this vocabulary in their     
discussions.  Here are some examples of how to use the “important words” to increase the  
members understanding. 
 Get members to use a dictionary and show them the range of information it provides. 
 Have members describe (rather than define) the new word in terms of their experience. 
 Help members define the words and listen for them using these words in their discussions. To 

increase the members’ understanding try providing a synonym members know or provide    
      examples. The more personalized the examples the better. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Age Considerations: Designed for ages 6 and up. 
 
Thinking Ahead 
 
What will you discuss with members? Gather observations and think of examples 
that will help support your discussion. You will need to gather a collection of living 
plants (one or two will do) and may wish to have coloured pictures of various 
plants grown for food in Manitoba. 
 
 
  

Plant Any living thing that is not an animal. They are able to 
make their own food by photosynthesis from sunlight.  

Leaf Thin, flat, green part that grows on the stem of a tree or 
other plant. Important for photosynthesis. 

Root The part of the plant that grows down, usually into the 
ground. Holds the plant in place and absorbs food and 
water from the soil. 

Stem The main part of a plant. Usually grows above the 
ground. Leaves and flowers grow on the stem. 
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Gather the supplies you will need for the Indoor Gardening activity. You may 
wish to ask members to bring a plate and large plastic bag from home. rather 
than using disposable plates. Members will need ten or twelve soaked seeds.  
Any large seeds will do, including beans, peas or wheat. 

Germinate some seeds yourself so you will know what is going to happen to the 
members' seeds and to use during the meeting. 

 
Preparing For Success 
 
 Linking back to the Skills Checklist, help members identify how they will know 
they have been successful in learning from this builder.  Discuss what success 
in these activities might look like, sound like, or feel like.  
 
Activating Strategies 
 
Ask members what they have learned in previous skill builders including the skill builder What is  
4-H.  
 
Ask the members what kinds of plants they have seen growing? What kinds of plants do they eat? 
Which ones are grown in Manitoba. Show them pictures of Manitoba plants that we eat. 
 
Lead members through the Dream It activities.   
 
The parts of a seedling: 
 
Seed leaves grow from the seed while true leaves grow from the stem. The stem is the main part 
of the plant above the ground. The root holds the seedling and plant in the earth. 
 
Show them the parts of the seedling on your already germinated seeds. 
 
Have them label the diagram and then share their answers with each other: 
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Do It! 
 

There are two activities for the members to complete in this skill 
builder. The first is a word search on Manitoba plants that we eat. 
The second is Indoor Gardening, where they grow bean seeds on a 
plate and observe the growth stages. 
 
Word Search  
 
Time Required: 15 – 20 minutes 
 

Equipment/Supplies 
Pen or pencil 
Member manual 
 
Instructions 
Have the members complete the word search in their manual. When the members have completed 
the word search share the correct answers with them.  

 
BEANS  PEAS  SQUASH WHEAT TOMATO APPLE            CORN  
CARROT OATS   PUMPKIN RADISH CABBAGE        SUNFLOWER 
BEET  ONION POTATO         RASPBERRY CAULIFLOWER          STRAWBERRY 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ask them to name other plants grown in Manitoba for food.  

 

 

 

 

R  B E A N S W P E A S I 

S Q U A S H H O L S P J 

T O M A T O E   P C U O W 

R O N I O N A C A N T C 

A P P L E E T O R F A A 

W X O A T S O R R L T B 

B P U M P K I N O O O B 

E B V B E E T W T W K A 

R A S P B E R R Y E G G 

R A D I S H B C D R S E 

Y C A U L I F L O W E R 
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Indoor Gardening 
 
Time Required: 15 – 20 minutes to prepare; several days to observe 
 
Equipment/Supplies 
Pen or pencil 
Member manual 
Plate (paper, foam or tin pie plate) 
Paper towels 
Water 
Large Seeds (10-12 per member) - beans, peas 
Large plastic bag 

 
1. Take a clean plate and line it with a damp paper towel. 
2. Place 10 to 12 seeds on the towel and cover with 2 damp paper towels. 
3. Put the plate in the plastic bag. Do not seal it. 
4. Take your pan and seeds home with you and set them in a warm, place. Don't forget to water              

them lightly every second day. 
5. In about four days, you should see the sprout coming from the seed. This sprout is the           

beginning of a plant. You have just germinated the seeds. This is exactly what happens when 
the seeds are placed in the earth. 

6. Use the chart below to record what day you saw each of the plant parts grow from the seed.       
Bring the chart to your next meeting and share it with your project group. 

 

Briefly explain the importance of light, water and temperature.   

 

Remind them not to put the pan in the direct sunlight and not to over water. The plastic bag should 
not be sealed - sealing may result in mold. 

Plant Part Date 

Root   

Stem   

Seed leaf   

True Leaf   
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Dig it! 
 
Lead the members through a discussion of these questions: 
 
Tell your leader and the other members what your favourite plant looks like. 
 
What was the first plant part you saw in your growing tray? What was the last? 
 
What did you learn about plants that you didn’t know before? 
 

What’s Next? 
 
Remind members about the  Growing Things Series. It  has seven projects that 
members can take to learn more about plants, gardening and crops.  

Leader’s Notes 
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Skill Builder 9: Machines 
 

Skills Checklist 
 
 Explain what machines do 
 Name the type of machine used in the Skill Builder 
 
Dream It! 

 
Background for Leaders 
 
A machine is a tool used to make work easier.  To put it another way, machines help you get a job 
done with less effort.  Some machines are called simple machines.  They are called “simple” 
because they have only one moving part.  Some have no moving parts.  There are six simple 
machines.  They are the lever, screw, wheel and axle, inclined plane, pulley and wedge.  
 
The pulley is a tool that lifts something heavy.  A pulley has a wheel, or set of wheels, that is used 
with a rope or chain to lift or lower heavy objects. 
 
A pulley has three parts: 
1.  Resistance force or load – what you are trying to lift or lower 
2.  Effort Force – the amount of force required to lift or move the object 
3.  Wheel and Axle – a fixed axle with a groove along the edges to guide the rope or cable. 

As you add more pulleys, you increase your mechanical advantage and it becomes very easy to lift 
your object. 

Examples of pulleys: 
Flag Pole 
Conveyor belt in grocery line 
Elevator 
Construction machines 
Workout machines 

Important Words 
 
Help members define the following words and look for members using this vocabulary in their 
discussions.  Here are some examples of how to use the “important words” to increase the 
members understanding. 
 Get members to use a dictionary and show them the range of information it provides. 
 Have members describe (rather than define) the new word in terms of their experience. 
 Help members define the words and listen for them using these words in their discussions. To 

increase the members’ understanding try providing a synonym members know or provide 
examples. The more personalized the examples the better. 

Work  The transfer of energy in order to move an object.  Pushing, pulling and lifting are all 
common types of work. 

Machine Simple machines have few or no moving parts and use energy to make work easier. 
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Age Considerations: Designed for ages 6 and up 
 
Thinking Ahead 
What will you discuss with members?  Gather observation and think of examples that will 
support your discussion. 
 
Preparing for Success 
 
Linking back to the Skills Checklist, help members identify how they will know they have 
been successful in learning from this builder.  Discuss what success in these activities 
might look like, sound like, or feel like 
 

Activating Strategies 
 
Ask members what they have learned in previous Skill Builders 
Ask members to think of some of the biggest and smallest machines that they know.  What do these 
machines do? 
Have members brainstorm machines that they use every day.  They may start with household machines 
around them.   
Machines make our daily life easier by doing work for us, so that we don’t have to use as much energy. 
Have members complete the matching activity in their book. Discus the answers after they have completed 
the activity.  
 
Matching answer sheet:  
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Do It! 

 
Water Bottle Pulley 
 
Time Required:  25-30 minutes 
 
Depending on the amount of members, you may want to make more than one 
pulley and split the members into groups,  OR if there are only a few members 
have each create their own pulley or just make one together as a group. 
 
Materials:  
Per 1 pulley system:   
Cardboard box (approx. L91cm x W61cm x H45cm size 
works well) 
3-5 strong plastic bottles (ex. Drinkable yogurt containers) 
Hot glue gun  
String (approx. 1.5 m or longer) 
Little bucket 
Water bottle with a bit of water in it 
 
Safety Considerations: 
Be careful when using the hot glue gun not to touch the hot 
nozzle or get it on your fingers. If you do, rinse with cold wa-
ter to control and stop the burn process. Do not leave your 
glue gun plugged in and unattended—this can be a fire      
hazard and dangerous for children, pets or others who may 
come into contact with the appliance.  As a leader, assist 
your member with the gluing. Either assist your member or 
complete the gluing yourself to ensure safety.  
 
Instructions: 
1. Take 3-5 strong plastic bottles and hot glue the bottom of the bottles to the cardboard box. 

Leaders assist members with this portion of the project.  
 
While waiting for the glue to dry go over the Truck Full of Riddles answers: 
 

What kind of truck has four wheels and flies? A garbage truck! 
What did the ocean say to the helicopter overhead? Nothing - it just waved! 
When is a machine like a lazy cow? When it’s a bulldozer! 

 
2. Tie a string to the top of a partly filled water bottle, and tie a bucket onto the opposing end. 
3. Once the plastic bottles have dried onto the box weave the string through the bottles to    

create your pulley. (see picture above) 
4. Test the pulley using rocks, water, weights in the bucket and see what is needed to lift the 

part filled water bottle attached to the other end.  
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Dig It! 
 
Ask members if they were able to lift the part filled water bottle.  
 
What worked the best to lift it?  
 
Was there a difference lifting when you used different objects?  
 
Did the machine make the work easier? What if the load was larger like a 
pumpkin or a heavy rock? 
 
What job would this pulley make easier and why? 
 

What’s Next 

 
If members are interested in learning more about machines they may wish to take one of the 
projects in the Machines Series.  They can learn about small engines, rocketry and welding!  The 
Adventure into 4-H project also has a Skill Builder that teaches them about simple machines. 

 
 

Leader’s Notes 
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     Skill Builder 10: Money and You 
 

4-Her’s need to earn money to buy things they want and need.  They can also help 
raise money for club and community work as well.   They will see that every 4-H 
project has a spot for 4-H record keeping and keeping track of costs.  That is why it is 
important to learn about money.  Everyone has different views of what is a need or a 
want. 

  
Skills Checklist 

 
 List the 5 Canadian coins that we use 
 List 3 ways to get the things you want 
 State 2 ways of giving back to your community 

  

Dream it! 
  
Background for Leaders 
  
It is important to let members know that money has different monetary value.  Different countries 
have different currency.  It is important to know that there is more about money than just dollar 
amount.  Budgeting and record keeping are related to money.  Without records of your money, you 
won’t know how much money you have saved, how much you have spent, or how much you have 
to spend. Budgeting helps make sure that you have a strategy on saving and spending your money.   
 
Additional resources can be found by contacting your financial institutions.  All of them have basic 
information for children starting out with a savings plan. 
 
Important Words 
 
Help members define the following words and look for members using this vocabulary in their 
discussions.  Here are some examples of how to use the “important words” to increase the 
members understanding. 
 Get members to use a dictionary and show them the range of information it provides. 
 Have members describe (rather than define) the new word in terms of their experience. 
 Help members define the words and listen for them using these words in their discussions. To 

increase the members’ understanding try providing a synonym members know or provide 
examples. The more personalized the examples the better. 

 
 
Age Consideration:  Ages 6 & 7 
  
Thinking Ahead 
  
What will you discuss with members?  Gather observations and think of examples that will help 
support your decision. 
  
 

Save To keep something in order to get larger amounts of it. 

Spend To pay out. 

Coin A flat, typically round piece of metal with an official stamp, used as money. 
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Preparing for Success 
  
Linking back to the Skills Checklist, help members identify how they will know 
they have been successful in their learning in this Builder.  Discuss what success 
in these activities might look like, sound like, or feel like. 
 
Dream It! 
 
Activating Strategies 
 
4-H members know that it takes money to buy things we want or need.  How do 
you get money to buy the items you want or need.  
 

Ask the members to list three different ways they can save to get the things they want.  Possible 
examples: 

 
1.  raise and sell cattle, sheep or swine as your 4-H project to get money 
2. rent a video game instead of buying it to save money 
3. trade a book for another book 

 
Get members to think about something they have wanted to buy.  Encourage them to think of 
other ways of getting things without actually using cash.  Can they barter, trade or rent the item 
they are wanting?   An example of bartering would be at the time of the fur trade when families 
would have a pile of furs they exchanged for items they needed for their household.  Can they 
trade someone for an item of equal value to get what they want?  Sometimes it makes sense to 
rent or borrow an item if you only plan to use it a short time. 
  
Do It! 

 
If you have Internet access, check out the website for the Royal Canadian Mint in Winnipeg.  
www.mint.ca  
 
The website provides information about coins, coin collecting, the artists behind the coins and so 
much more.   
 
The Winnipeg location produces all the coins in circulation in Canada.   If you live not too far from 
the Winnipeg Mint,  they offer regularly scheduled tours that your 4-H members would find 
informative and fascinating.   
 
Canada Post often has interesting coin sets available for sale to the public. 
https://www.canadapost.ca/cpc/en/personal/stamps-collectibles.page?  
 
Here is a website that offers background on the use of coins in Canada: 
https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/coins-and-tokens/ 
 

Coins Around the World 
 
One of the activities is for members to showcase a coin from another country.  If 4-H members do 
not have access to coins from outside of Canada, show them pictures of coins from other 
countries.  Information can be found on the Internet or from coin collector’s catalogs.   
 
 
 
 
  

http://www.mint.ca
https://www.canadapost.ca/cpc/en/personal/stamps-collectibles.page
https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/coins-and-tokens/
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Here are some websites to start your search: 
http://www.royalmintmuseum.org.uk/coins/overseas-coins/around-the-world
-80-coins/index.html 
 
https://www.mint.ca/store/buy/coins-of-the-world_coins-cat1120011  
 
 
 
 
Name That Coin 
 

Help the members identify the five Canadian 
coins seen here. 
 
1. Loonie   2.  Toonie     
3.   Dime     4.   Nickel     
5.   Quarter 
         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

How Can I Help 
  
Have the 4-H club members discuss what  project they could help out with in their  
community.  Point out that while fundraising is a great idea, sometimes there are other ways to help 
with out spending money.   
 
Examples are volunteering their time to pick up trash at an event, share reading time with a senior, 
entering a parade float in the local town or volunteering to serve or clean up at a community dinner.   
                             
As the leader you can help the members explore options in their home community where they can 
make a difference.  Talking  to other clubs in your area is a great way to find out how each club gives 
back to their community.  Perhaps there is a project that you can work on together with another 
club. 
 
Dig it!  
Have members complete the Dig It! Activity by drawing a picture of one of the ways they and their 
club can give back to the community 
 
  
What’s Next 

 
The Money and More Series offers 4 projects to choose from if members are interested in learning 
more about this topic. 

http://www.royalmintmuseum.org.uk/coins/overseas-coins/around-the-world-80-coins/index.html
http://www.royalmintmuseum.org.uk/coins/overseas-coins/around-the-world-80-coins/index.html
https://www.mint.ca/store/buy/coins-of-the-world_coins-cat1120011
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Skill Builder 11: Outdoor Living 
 

Skills Checklist: 
 
 List three things that an animal or plant needs to live 
 Describe a habitat in your area 
 
Dream it! 

  
Background for Leaders 

  
The Outdoor Living series has three options for members – “Camping and Survival Skills”, “Fins, 
Feathers and Fur” and “Respect, Renew, Relate”.  This Skill Builder will focus on habitat, food 
chains and food webs. 
 
Note: The grade 1 science curriculum has a cluster called “Characteristics and Needs of Living 
Things”. One of the learning goals is to describe how living things depend on their environment to 
meet their needs while another is to make a representation of an environment that meets the 
needs of a Manitoba animal.  As a result, 4-H members taking this skill builder may have some 
familiarity with the important words for this section and how animals and humans depend on their 
environment to meet their needs. 
 
Important Words 
 
Help members define the following words and look for members using this vocabulary in their 
discussions.  Here are some examples of how to use the “important words” to increase the 
members understanding. 
 Get members to use a dictionary and show them the range of information it provides. 
 Have members describe (rather than define) the new word in terms of their experience. 
 Help members define the words and listen for them using these words in their discussions. To 

increase the members’ understanding try providing a synonym members know or provide 
examples. The more personalized the examples the better. 

 

 
A habitat is an area, environment or in simple terms- a home, where an animal such as a mammal, 
bird, insect, reptile or fish lives. The habitat supplies what the animal needs to live and reproduce. 
The needs could include oxygen or air, food, a place to live or protection from the weather or 
predators. 
 
In nature it is important that we disturb wildlife and their habitats as little as possible. 
 
  

Habitat Home, environment, surroundings 

Environment Surroundings, setting, location, 

Food Chain A description of who eats who in a habitat or environment. A 
pathway that describes how energy and nutrients move from 
the sun to plants to animals to decomposition.   
 

Food Web The interrelated feeding patterns of a community of living 
beings. May contain one or more food chains. 
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Food Relationships 
 
All plants and animals must have energy to live. The sun is the source of energy 
for all living things. Green plants convert the sun’s energy into food by a process 
called photosynthesis. The energy is transferred to animals through eating        
relationships known as food chains. For example, a food chain begins when a 
grasshopper eats a blade of grass. A deer mouse eats the grasshopper and in turn 
is eaten by a coyote or owl. 
 
Animals that get their energy by eating mostly plants are called herbivores.       
Examples include moose, deer, rabbits and beaver. Animals that get their energy 
by eating mainly other animals are called carnivores. Examples include wolves,  coyotes, owls and 
weasels. Some animals such as bears, racoons and people aren’t fussy - they eat plants and ani-
mals. These animals are call omnivores.  When animals or plants die, bacteria and fungi break down 
the matter into nutrients or small bundles of energy used by green plants for growth. Bacteria and 
fungi are call decomposers. 
 
Food Chains and Food Webs 
 
Animals eat many different plants and other animals for food. In any environment there are many 
food chains. Plants and animals can be links in more than one food chain. The food chains overlap 
and relate in many ways called a food web.  Since the food relationship starts with plants, the  
quality and quantity of plants affects the wildlife numbers in any habitat. 

 
Here is one example of a food chain: 
 - humans eat beef and plants 
 - beef animals eat plants 
 - plants get energy from the sun 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Age Considerations: Designed for ages 6 and up. 
 
Thinking Ahead 
  
What will you discuss with members? Gather observations and think of examples that will help 
support your discussion. 
 
Preparing for Success 
  
Linking back to the Skills Checklist, help members identify how they will know they have been  
successful in their learning in this Builder.  Discuss what success in these activities might look like, 
sound like, or feel like. 
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Activating Strategy 
 
Discuss these questions with the members after they have had a moment or two  
to think about them.  
What is a habitat?  
What does a habitat give to the person or animal that lives there? 
What is a food web? Are they a part of a food web? 
 
Spider Web Game  
 
Time: 10 to 15 minutes  
Age Considerations: Designed for ages 6 and up. 
Safety Considerations: Caution them to be careful when tossing the ball of yarn 
or string. 

 
Materials Needed:  
Ball of yarn or string 
Paper and pins for name tags (or sticky notes) 
Pens 
Large sheet of paper 
Scissors 

 
Instructions 
1. Write the word SUN at the top of a large sheet of paper. Tack it to the wall or lay on the table. 
2. As a group, chose an ecosystem or habitat  - for example forest, lake, pond, meadow, desert, 

ocean etc. 
3. Make a list of some of the plants and animals that live in the habitat and write their names     

under the word SUN. 
4. Have each member chose to be one of the plants or animals. One member should be the sun.  

Each member should make a name tag with their new “name”. 
5. Have the members sit in a circle facing the middle. Give the ball of string/wool to the SUN. 
6. Instruct the SUN to hold on to the end of the string and pass the ball to someone who depends 

on the Sun for energy. For example - grass. 
7. That person holds on to the string and passes the ball to someone that eats, is eaten by or 

somehow depends upon the organism holding the string.  
8. Continue passing the string until everyone is connected to at least two other people. One      

person may be connected to many others. 
9. Once the connection between the plants, animals and the sun has bee established discuss with 

the members what has happened - you have created a food web! 
10. Ask the members how many people they are connected to. This will help them understand how 

much the living things in a habitat are related to each other. 
11. Demonstrate the way each living thing affects the others. Ask one member to pull gently on the  

string. What happens? Who feels the tug? 
12. Next, ask the members what they think will happen if one particular plant or animal was harmed 

or killed off? 
13. To demonstrate what happens, cut the string that extends from that plant or animal. Ask the 

members what happened to their connections? Cutting the string/removing one of the living 
things  affects all the others that are connected to it. Indirectly, it affects the connection be-
tween all the living things in the food web because they are all interrelated. 

14. If your members have not included humans in the web, ask them what they think is the role of 
people. Where do we fit in the web? What organisms do we influence? 
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Do it! 
 
Food Web 
 
Time: 15 to 20 minutes  
 
Age Considerations: Designed for ages 6 and up. 
 
Safety Considerations: none 
 
Materials Needed:  

 Member manual 
 Pencil 

 
1. Remind the members what they learned about food webs and energy in Dream It!. 
2. Help the members identify what kinds of living things are in the activity: 
3. Have the members individually use a pencil and draw the lines of the food web for this  
       habitat. Remind them to think about where each living thing gets its energy. 
4. As a group talk about whether every living thing belonged to the food web they drew. Ask 

them if there were any that didn’t belong? Why or why not?  
       You may have members that don’t think that the humans belong or that the cattle are not a    
       part of the web.  Remind them that the cattle eat plants and that sometimes other animals eat   
       cattle; humans get their energy from the plants and animals they may eat. 
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Parts of the food web:  
Sun - gives energy to the plants 
Plants - give energy to the humans, caterpillar (insects), rabbit, ruffled grouse, 
cattle and fungi 
Caterpillar (insects) -  give energy to the ruffled grouse and fungi; possibly the 
great horned owl. 
Rabbit - gives energy to the great horned owl, coyote and fungi; they may also 
give energy to humans 
Ruffled grouse - gives energy to the great horned owl, coyote and fungi; they  
may also give energy to humans 
Cattle - give energy to coyotes, humans and fungi 
Great Horned Owl - give energy to fungi; coyote would also be an acceptable 
answer 
Coyote - give energy to fungi 
Fungi - give energy to plants; its possible they might give energy to other        
animals depending on their type. 

 
Have your project group do one of these activities or another similar one.  The website – 
www.ecokids.ca has many ideas for classroom use that could be used with 4-H members as well. 
The materials on the website are free of charge. 
 
Nature Scavenger Hunt 
 
Time: 15 to 20 minutes  
 
Age Considerations: Designed for ages 6 and up. 
 
Safety Considerations: Members should be suitably dressed for the weather and reminded to stay 
together in a group. Remind members not to touch or disturb the things they are observing. Check 
for poison ivy, etc. in advance. 
 
Materials Needed:  

 Copies of scavenger hunt check list (see next page) 
 Pencil 
 Blank paper 

 
1. Take your members on a sensory scavenger hunt, searching the area for natural objects that 

match each description on the list.  They can do this individually, in pairs or as a group.  
2. When they find something on the list, have them write down the name of the item beside the 

description. 
3. Back in the meeting space have the members draw a food web including as many of the living 

things they found as they can.   
4. Ask them if there were any items that were not part of the food web?  Examples might be    

non-living items like rocks or dirt. 
5. Remind them to save their list and food web for their Showcase Challenge. 

http://www.ecokids.ca
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Nature Scavenger Hunt 
 
Find something that is: 

beautiful 

cold 

dry 

hairy 

hard 

heavy 

hot 

huge 

noisy 

oval 

pointy 

round 

prickly 

rough 

sharp 

slimy 

smelly 

soft 

squishy 

stretchy 

tiny 

triangular 

wet 
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Who’s Living Here? (observing a habitat) 
 
Time Required: 15-30 minutes 
  
Equipment/Supplies:  
Pen or pencil 
Paper to record observations 
Hula hoop or 3 m long rope  
 
Safety Considerations 
Members should be suitably dressed for the weather and reminded to stay       
together in a group. Remind members not to touch or disturb the things they are 
observing. Check for poison ivy, etc. in advance. 

 
Instructions 
Go out to the yard, park or another safe natural area. Lay the hula hoop or the rope on the ground in 
a circle. Have the members observe all the non living and living things that they can find in this    
area. Remember to include plants as well as mammals, birds, insects and reptiles.   
 
Keep in mind that signs of animals such as tracks and droppings (manure) mean that even though 
you don’t actually see the animal, this area is part of its habitat. 
 
Ask the members if they recognize any of them? Have them record all their observations. Members 
could list them in different categories – nonliving and living, birds, insects, mammals, plants reptiles 
etc. Can they identify what things in the habitat supply the needs of other things living in the      
habitat? 
 
Air – all plants and animals 
Water – all plants and animals 
Plants – may be food for the animals; may be place for animals to live 
Animals – may be food for larger animals 
Soil, rocks – place for plants to live and possibly animals to hide/live 
 
Back in the meeting space have the members draw a food web including as many of the living 
things they found as they can. 
 
Ask them if there were any items that were not part of the food web?  Examples might be non-living 
items like rocks or dirt. 
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Have the members keep any notes they made for the Showcase Challenge. or to 
display at the Club Achievement.  
  
Dig it! 

 
Have them reflect on their learning by asking the following questions: 
What did you learn about the outdoors that you didn’t know? 
What other outdoor activities would you like to try? 
  
What’s Next? 
 
The Outdoor Living Project Series has 3 projects to choose from. 

Leader’s Notes 
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Skill Builder 12: Photography 

 
Skills Checklist 
 
 Explain the Rules of Thirds 
 Know how to take a picture 
 
Dream it! 

  
Background for Leaders 
 

Taking picture and using digital cameras may not be new activities for members or leaders, but 
when taking photos there are more things to consider than one might realize.  Before a picture is 
even taken, a good photographer must assess the dangers of photographing in the environment 
they are in, prepare for those dangers, and be courteous to others at all times.   
 
Rule of Thirds  
The rule of thirds is a good place to start when teaching members about composition and taking 
great photos.  The rule says to imagine an image is divided into nine equal parts by two equally 
spaced horizontal and vertical lines.   Important compositional subjects should be placed along 
theses lines or their intersections. Aligning subjects with theses points creates more Tension, 
energy and interest in the composition than simply centering the subject. To begin go to settings 
on your camera or cell phone camera and turn on the grid setting in your viewfinder. There will be 
two horizontal lines and two vertical lines on the screen.  They will not be visible on the final 
photo.  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 Place the horizon on the on either the top or the bottom horizontal line. In the example the 

horizon is on the top horizontal line. 
 Place the main subject of the photo on a vertical line.  By doing this you lead the eye into the 

photo. In the example the barn is on the right leading your eye into the photo. 
 If the subject or person is moving they should be moving into the frame rather than out of it.  

This is because your eye will go to where the person or object is moving to.  
 The four points where the lines intersect also has a purpose. These points are where you 

should place your subject’s eye, when you are shooting in closer for a portrait, or the head if 
the subject is a bit further away. This is because humans are automatically drawn to look at 
another person’s eye.  It is how we communicate, and how we read photographs.  

 Remember to give your subject room to breathe and move by ensuring that they are looking 
into the frame and not at the edge of the frame. 

 
When you take a photograph ask yourself: 
 What is interesting about this image? 
 What do I want to include? 
 How can I position my subject in the image to make it visually interesting? 
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Please remind members that they should save their photos in a labelled spot on their 
computer.  Or store printed photos in a folder or box where they will be available for 
Achievement. 
 
Important Words 
 
Help members define the following words and look for members using this             
vocabulary in their discussions.  Here are some examples of how to use the 
“important words” to  increase the members understanding. 
 Get members to use a dictionary and show them the range of information it   

provides. 
 Have members describe (rather than define) the new word in terms of their experience. 
 Help members define the words and listen for them using these words in their discussions. To 

increase the members’ understanding try providing a synonym members know or provide      
examples. The more personalized the examples the better. 

 
 
Age Considerations:  Designed for ages 6 and up 
  
Thinking Ahead 
  
What will you discuss with members? Gather observations and think of examples that will help 
support your discussion. 
  
Preparing for Success 
  
Linking back to the Skills Checklist, help members identify how they will know they have been   
successful in learning from this Builder.  Discuss what success in these activities might look like, 
sound like, or feel like. 
  
Activating Strategies 
  
Photographers have hazards too!  To help members start thinking about camera safety, ask them 
to brainstorm and describe different hazards that might come up during the course of taking pho-
tos. (Ex - standing on uneven surfaces, nearness to animals, leaning over railings, etc.)  
 

Do it! 

 
Picture Precautions 
 
Time Required: 30 minutes 

 
Equipment/Supplies:  
Pen or Pencil 
Digital or cell phone camera 
Instruction manual for a digital camera 
  
  
  
 
 

Composition The act of combining parts or elements to form a whole. 

Grid A network of lines that cross each other to form a series of squares or rectangles. 

Horizon The line at which the earth’s surface and the sky appear to meet. 
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Photo Adventure 
  
Time Required:  1 hour 
  
Equipment/Supplies: Digital camera or cell phone 
  
Safety Considerations: 
Remind members to keep in mind the safety precautions they brainstormed in the Dream It! Sec-
tion when they take their pictures. 
 
Instructions 
Take a favourite toy (stuffed animal, plastic animal, super hero, LEGO R man) and go on an              
adventure.  Take lots of pictures of your toy in different places.  Remember the Rule of Thirds. Try 
taking pictures in different ways.   Get down on the ground, shoot from above or sideways. Be     
creative. Here are some ideas: 
 
 At school 

 At the rink 

 Outside 

 In the car 

 Climbing a tree 

  
   
 
 

  

  

Instructions 
Have members brainstorm different ideas that they think a photographer should 
consider before taking a picture.  
Ask members the following questions: 
What makes a picture look good?   
What makes a picture look bad? 
 
Some examples of things photographers should consider before taking pictures 
are: 
1. Proper lighting is available 
2. Hold the camera steady. Brace your feet comfortably but steadily and   

slightly apart.  Keep your arms close to your body. No fingers on the lens. 
3. Stand close to the main person or object that you want in your picture. Pick 

one person or object to zoom in on.  “Fill the Frame” – your subject must fill 
the frame to remove distractions such as signs, clutter in a room etc.  

4. Avoid placing the subject in the centre of the picture. Use the Rule of Thirds 
and  put the picture subject to the left or right on the vertical line. Place the 
horizon on the horizontal line. 

5.  Stand with the sun behind you. 
6. Look to see what is in the background. 
7. No heads are ‘chopped’ off. 
8. Keep your finger away from the lens. 
9. Always think about your safety or the safety of the subject when taking       

pictures. 
 
Practice by taking 5-10 pictures. 

 With a pet 

 On a family holiday 

 At a 4-H meeting 

 On a bike 

 At a hockey game 
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Once members have completed their photos, go over the photos with them.   
Help them point out improvements.  
 
Display the members favorite pictures at Achievement or as part of their Showcase  
Challenge. 
 

Dig it! 

 
Have members reflect on the new skills they have learned by asking the following 
questions: 
1. What have you learned?  Have members go back to the skills checklist and 

review what they have learned.  
2. Record some of these skills under the Portfolio Page. 

 
What’s Next? 
 
Photography is part of the Technology Project Series. There are two photography projects. 

 

Leader’s Notes 
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Skill Builder 13: Small Animals 
 

Skills Checklist: 
 
 List three kinds of small animals 
 Name what all animals need to be healthy 
 
Background for Leaders 

  
In this section, the small animal projects are introduced. Let the members know 
that this is one of several animal projects that are offered. 

 
Note: The grade 1 science curriculum has a cluster called “Characteristics and Needs of Living 
Things”. Several of the goals of this section refer to needs as well as caring for a pet, farm animal 
or plant.  As a result, 4-H members taking this Skill Builder may have some familiarity with the 
important words for this section and what needs are important to small animals. 
  
Important Words 
 
Help members define the following words and look for members using this vocabulary in their 
discussions.  Here are some examples of how to use the “important words” to increase the 
members understanding. 
 Get members to use a dictionary and show them the range of information it provides. 
 Have members describe (rather than define) the new word in terms of their experience. 
 Help members define the words and listen for them using these words in their discussions. To 

increase the members’ understanding try providing a synonym members know or provide 
examples. The more personalized the examples the better. 

 
 
 Age Considerations:  Designed for ages 6 and up. 
  
Thinking ahead 
  
What will you discuss with members? Gather observations and think of examples that will help 
support your discussion. 
  
Preparing for Success 
  
Linking back to the Skills Checklist, help members identify how they will know they have been 
successful in learning from this builder.  Discuss what success in these activities might look like, 
sound like, or feel like.  
  
Activating Strategies 
 
Ask members what they have learned in previous skill builders including the skill builder about      
4-H. 

Small Animals Includes cats, dogs, rabbits, chickens etc. 

Needs Things that animals and people must have be healthy and survive 

Home Habitat, environment, surroundings 
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Dream It! 

 
Ask members if they have thought about the needs of small animals? 
  
Lead the members in a discussion/sharing session about their pets and small  
animals using these questions from the member’s manual: 
Do you have a pet? What is it? Is it a small animal? 
If you don’t have a pet – what kind of small animal would you like to have for a pet?  
Why would this small animal make a good pet? 
 
Do it! 

  

Before the members begin their activity, ask them: 

 What is a need?  
 What do we all need to be healthy? 
 
Explain to them that needs are things that animals and people must have to be healthy and sur-
vive. Needs include food, water, shelter, air, care/love, something to do. 
 
Explain that a habitat is where the animal lives that includes all or many of those needs. Ask them 
for an example of a habitat they may know (ex. their town, the farm yard, the marsh, the pasture, 
the lake or stream),  
 
Animal Needs Collage 
 
Time required: 20 – 30 minutes 
 
Equipment/Supplies—Collage 
Paper 
Pen or pencil 
Tape or glue 
Photo or drawing of their pet 
Crayons, pencil crayons or coloured markers to draw their pet 

 
Instructions  
1. Have each member select a small animal.   
2. Each member will search for or draw pictures of their small animal and its needs. 
3. Each member will make a collage/poster of what they have found for their animal choice. 
 
When the members have completed their activity (Animal Needs Collage) – have them share with 
each other what small animal they selected and what the animal needs to be healthy.   
 
Ask them what needs were the same for all the animals? Examples would be food, water, habitat, 
housing, attention and care.  Ask them to talk about what needs were different – examples would 
be type or amount of food, what kind of housing they need, how often they need to eat. 
 
Members are given a choice to do one of the following activities or others that are similar. 
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Best Pet Photo Album 
 
Equipment/Supplies 
Mini Photo album 
Camera or phone for capturing great pet moments 
Printer 
Paper to print pictures 
Scissors 
Pen or marker to label 
 
Have members create a little photo album of pictures they have taken of their 
pet.  The album can share some of those great moments the 4-H members 
shares with their pets.  Photos must be clear and labelled. 
 

Meet My Pet 
 
Time required: 20-30 minutes 
 
Equipment/Supplies 
Member manual 
Pen or pencil 
Tape or glue 
Photo or drawing of their pet 
Crayons, pencil crayons or coloured markers to draw their pet 

 
Instructions: 
1. Have the members answer the questions about their pet or a pet they would like to own.   
2. Then have the members draw or paste a picture of their pet in the box. 

 
When the members have completed this activity – have them share with each other what small 
animal they selected and what the animal needs to be healthy. 
 
Ask them what needs were the same for all the animals? Examples would be food, water, habitat, 
housing, attention and care. Ask them to talk about what needs were different – examples would 
be type or amount of food, what kind of housing they need, how often they need to eat. 
   
Dig it! 

  
Members should be able to list at least three kinds of small animals. 
 
Members should now understand that all small animals have needs that must be met for them to 
be healthy and happy.   
  
Remind the members to keep their collage for display at achievement or as part of their Show Case 
Challenge.   
 
What’s Next 

 
The Small Animals Project Series has three projects.  In these projects members will learn more 
about pets or small farm animals.  
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Skill Builder 14: Speaking Up 

 
Skills Checklist 
 
 List 2 ways we communicate 
 Describe the 3 parts of communication 
 
Dream it! 

 

Background for Leaders 
  
In this Builder, members will learn about the ways we communicate as well as the 3 parts of 
communication. They will practise being good listeners. 
  
There is a list of communication resources  in the “Catalogue of Supplies”. Ask your head leader for 
a copy or you can get one from you’re the Manitoba 4-H Council office in Brandon.  
 
Visit  https://www.gov.mb.ca/agriculture/rural-communities/4h/club-resources.html  for copies 
of the 4-H Speeches and 4-H Visual Presentation Fact Sheets as well as other communications 
resources. 
 
You can also visit the Manitoba 4-H Council website for more communication resources at: 
https://4h.mb.ca/communications/ 
 
Important Words 
 
Help members define the following words and look for members using this vocabulary in their 
discussions.  Here are some examples of how to use the “important words” to increase the 
members understanding. 
 Get members to use a dictionary and show them the range of information it provides. 
 Have members describe (rather than define) the new word in terms of their experience. 
 Help members define the words and listen for them using these words in their discussions. To 

increase the members’ understanding try providing a synonym members know or provide 
examples. The more personalized the examples the better. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Age Considerations: Designed for ages 6 and 7 
  
Thinking Ahead 
  
What will you discuss with members?  Gather observations and think of examples that will help 
support your discussion. 
 
 
 
 
 

Speak To communicate vocally 

Listen To pay attention 

Speech Telling something to your audience 

Visual Presentation Telling something and showing something to your audience 

https://4h.mb.ca/communications/
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Preparing for Success 
  
Linking back to the Skills Checklist, help members identify how they will know 
they have been successful in learning from this builder.  Discuss what success in 
these activities might look like. 
 
Activating Strategies 
  
Activate members’ knowledge of listening and speaking by asking them to think 
about times when they had to listen to somebody (whether that be a parent, a 
babysitter, or older sibling) and when they had to talk in front of a group of   
people.  Were they scared? Why were they scared? 
 

Ask the members to think of all the ways we communicate. Some of the ways they mention might 
include: 
 - speaking and listening 
 - pictures or paintings 
 - written (letters, newspapers, magazines, signs, books, tablets) 
 - electronically: social media, telephone, telegraph 
 - sign language or hand signals 
 - facial expression and body language 
 
Remind members that in 4-H we use public speaking and visual presentations to communicate 
and share information. We also use communication at our meetings. 

 
Talk about the three parts of communication: 
 - the sender 
 - the receiver 
 - the message. 
 
Ask them to think about the types of communication they listed and decide who/what  the three 
parts are for two or three of the examples. 
 
Example: newspaper -  sender is the writer or publisher, receiver is the reader and message is the 
contents of the printed article. 
   : radio/television -  sender is the announcer or actor; receiver is the watcher; message is 
what you are seeing and hearing from the screen. 
 
For communication to be successful the receiver must be prepared to listen to the message.  Ask 
them to give examples of when it is important to be a good listener: 
Ex. When getting directions for a task 
 - to understand and know what is happening at a meeting or another event 
 - to enjoy and follow along with a story or television show. 
 
The receiver may also need to ask questions to be sure they understand the message they          
received. That is why we say communication is two way. 
 
The next pages have activities to help the members understand the importance of good listening 
skills.  
 
All activities are designed for members aged 6 and up. There are no safety concerns. 
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Do it! 

 
I’m A Good Listener  

Time: 10 to 15 minutes  

Materials Needed:  none needed  
 
This activity will help introduce members to the importance of listening skills and 
of listening to one another.  Encourage active listening through short rhymes or 
songs that the members are not familiar with so that they have to listen to learn.  
 
Here are a few examples - you can also find others in the 4-H Discovery Zone or Club Pack.  
  
Have the members sit in a circle so they can all see you and each other. Sing or recite the verse and 
show the actions—then have the members join in.  You may wish to repeat each selection two or  
three times to insure that the members have “got it”.  Try at least two songs/rhymes. 
 
These selections are from the 4-H Song Book (printed by Manitoba Agriculture, Revised March 
1985; original sources unknown. You may recognize them from your own 4-H club days, summer 
camp or school.  If they are unfamiliar to you, you  may wish to practise them before trying them 
with the members. 
 
Do Your Ears Hang Low 
(everyone sitting or standing) 
Do your ears hang low (put hands at shoulders) 
Do they wobble to and fro (wave hands back and forth in front of chest) 
Can you tie them in a knot (make knotting motion) 
Can you tie them in a bow (make bow tieing motion) 
Can you throw them over your shoulder like a continental soldier (make throw over shoulder 
motion as if tossing a scarf) 
Do your ears hang low???? (put hands at shoulders) 
 
The Duke of York 
(everyone sitting) 
Oh, the grand old Duke of York 
He had ten thousand men. 
He marched them up the hill (everyone stand) 
And he marched them down again (everyone sit) 
And when they were up they were up (everyone stand) 
And when they were down they were down (everyone sit) 
And when they were only half way up (stand part way up) 
They were neither up (stand) nor down (sit). 
 
My Bonnie   
(start by sitting, – each time you sing a word beginning with B stand up or sit down) 
My Bonnie (stand) lies over the ocean. 
My Bonnie (sit) lies over the sea. 
My Bonnie (stand) lies over the ocean. 
Oh, bring (sit) back (stand) my Bonnie (sit) to me. 
Bring (stand) back (sit), bring (stand) back (sit), 
Bring (stand) back (sit) my Bonnie (stand) to me, to me. 
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Going on a Tiger Hunt 
 
Chorus: Going on a tiger hunt (repeat) 
Going to catch a big one (repeat) 
I’m not scared (repeat) 
Oh LOOK 
 
1. Some tall grass, let’s go through (rub hands together) 
2. Repeat chorus 
3. Some mud, Let’s go through (lift feet as if they are heavy from the mud) 
4. Repeat chorus 
5. A river with out a bridge, we’ll have to swim (make front crawl motions with 

head up) 
6. Repeat chorus 
7. Another river, this time with a bridge – let’s go over (walk walking in place 

motions and holding arm rails) 
8. Repeat chorus 
9. A tree – let’s go up and look around. (make climbing motions and then 

peering around under one hand over eyes). I see a cave. Let’s go down and 
investigate. (climbing motions to get down and slowly walk in place, possibly 
duck to get in cave) 

10. Sing chorus very softly 
11. I see two eyes . . . it’s a TIGER 
12. (go through all the verses and chorus backwards to escape the tiger) 

 
This activity is from Ferdinand’s Funky 4-H Songs and Games – Manitoba 4-H Ambassadors; 
original source unknown. 
 
Rain 
 
Everyone sits in a circle and repeats the sound the person on their right makes. 
First, the leader rubs their hands together (drizzling rain) 
This sound move around the circle and when it gets back to the leader, the leader starts snapping 
their fingers. (soft rain) 
One by one, the members replace the palm rubbing with finger snapping. 
When everyone has picked up the snapping action, the leader switches to hand clapping (hard 
rain) 
The storm builds to a down pour as the leader begins to slap their legs 
Then the leader stomps their feet. (continue to do this for 30 second after it returns to the leader) 
Then the storm subsides just as it grew 

Leader switches to leg slapping 
Then hand clapping 
Then finger snapping 
Then palm rubbing 
Then all stop 
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Sketch Talk 
 
Time Required: 30 minutes 

 
Equipment/Supplies:  
Pen or Pencil 
Paper 
Copies of the instructions on the next page 
 
This activity is designed to help 4-H members : 
 Learn how to communicate accurately. 
 Become dependable and reliable in their observations. 
 Understand what happens when the two way process isn’t working – the communication is only 

going in one direction.  
 Understand what happens when the receiver is communicating with the sender as well.  
 
Instructions 
 
Ask members if anyone has ever given them mixed up instructions or directions?  Maybe it was 
someone trying to tell you how to get to their house?  You got the first part okay, but by the time 
they were done telling you, you were both lost! Ask them each to give an example of this happening 
to them. 
 
Giving clear and accurate directions is something we will all be called upon to do at some points in 
our 4-H, school or work lives. We may also receive directions which leave us somewhat confused. 
Communication is a two way street – the sender needs to give a clear message BUT the receiver 
must also be prepared to accept the message – be an active listener and be sure you are “tuned in “ 
to the sender. A lot of what we receive is “coloured” by what the receiver brings to the message.  
 
Divide the group into pairs. 
 
Give one of the drawings and directions to one person in each pair. Give the second set to the other 
person. 
 
Have the first person read the directions slowly to their partner.  
The partner is to draw what is described to them.  
When complete, compare the two drawings. Do they match? 
 
Now have the second partner read the directions and the first partner do the drawing.  
This time the drawer is allowed to ask questions to clarify what they are being told.  
Complete the drawing.   
How does this drawing compare to the directions?  
 
Was it closer to the original?  Ask the members why do they think it turned out better or worse? 
 
NOTE:  experience has shown that the drawings made by the participants will not be an exact 
reproduction of the drawings given as examples.  
 
The goal is not to duplicate the drawings but rather to have the members understand  that 
communication is two way, and that our own knowledge will colour how we receive and interpret a 
message. 
  
. 
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Part I 
 
Read the following instructions slowly to your partner. 
You cannot answer questions from your partner. 
 
 Draw a stick figure of a man without arms. 
 The man is now feeding the chickens.  Draw in the 

chicken feed as it sprinkles on the ground. 
 Fence in the area around the man where the 

chickens are fed.  This is the farm. 
 Draw two hills behind the farm. 
 Fence in the two hills and the farm. 
 Draw two flower beds 

on each side of the 
farm. 

 
If you are lucky, are good listeners and 
follow instructions well, the picture may 
end up looking like this “dog” .  Of course, 
it may not either! 
 
 
 

 

 

Part II 
 
Read these instructions slowly to your partner. Your partner may ask you questions. 

 
 Draw a stick figure of a man without arms. 
 The man is now feeding the chickens.  Draw in the chicken feed as it sprinkles on 

the ground. 
 Fence in the area around the man where the chickens are fed.  This is the farm. 
 Draw two ponds on the farm. 
 Draw a canoe in each pond. 
 Draw two mountains behind the farm. 
 Fence in the mountains and the farm. 
 Draw two flower beds below the last fence you 

drew. 
 Draw a windy dead-end lane to the right of the 

fence. 
 
If you are lucky, are good listeners and follow 
instructions well, the picture may end up looking like 
this “cat” .  Of course, it may not either! 
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Dig it! 

  
Members should now understand how important it is to be able express ideas and 
that there are different ways to communicate.  It is time for them to reflect on 
their learning and apply what they now know by answering the following 
questions.  
 
Why do we need to listen to one another?  

What could happen if we are not good listeners?  

Are you a good listener?  

Why? What makes you a good listener?  

  

What’s Next 

  
Any of the projects in the 4-H series would benefit from any skills members have learned in Speaking 
Up.  Each project has some time where members must showcase their good communication skills.  
 
 Members may also be interested in the Discover Leadership—Communications project. 
 
Remind the members about your club’s communication event and review the options they have as 
well as the time limits. 
 
 

Age Categories and Time Limits  
All ages are as of January 1st of the current 4-H year 

 
Speeches  

Cloverbuds: (do not go on to compete at Provincial level) Up to and including 8 years of age  
1-2 minutes 

 
One Person Visual Presentations 

Cloverbuds: (do not go on to compete at Provincial level)  Up to and including 8 years of age  
2-5 minutes 

 
Two Person Visual Presentations 

Cloverbuds: (do not go on to compete at Provincial level) Combined ages equal 16 or less  
3-5 minutes 

 
Visit  https://4h.mb.ca/communications/ for more ideas on working on “Speaking Up” with your 
members and for copies of the  4-H Communications: Speeches and 4-H Communications: Visual 
Presentations fact sheets. 
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Skill Builder 15: You are a Leader 
 

Skills Checklist 
 
 List some good choices 
 Describe a good role model 
 List 2 qualities of a role model 

  
Dream it! 

  
Background for Leaders 
  
Coming up with some examples of leaders might be a good way to introduce the idea of a leader.  
Most leaders have a strong component linked to a personal belief system. 
  
Goals help set direction, visualize success and provide motivation to achieve. 
 
Important Words 
 
Help members define the following words and look for members using this vocabulary in their 
discussions.  Here are some examples of how to use the “important words” to increase the 
members understanding. 
 Get members to use a dictionary and show them the range of information it provides. 
 Have members describe (rather than define) the new word in terms of their experience. 
 Help members define the words and listen for them using these words in their 

discussions. To increase the members’ understanding try providing a synonym 
members know or provide examples. The more personalized the examples the 
better. 

Thinking Ahead 
  
What will you discuss with members? Gather observations and think of examples that will help 
support your discussion. 
  
Preparing for Success 
  
Linking back to the Skills Checklist, help members identify how they will know they have been 
successful in learning from this builder.  Discuss what success in these activities might look like, 
sound like, or feel like. 
  
Activating Strategies 
  
Ask members to think of people they think are role models.  What do role models do that make 
them leaders? 

Kind A person that has a considerate and helpful nature 

Role Model A person whose actions set an example or are copied by others 

Choices A decision that you make about something you want 
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 Choices, Choices, Choices 
 

As a group discuss the choices children make in a day: what they wear, how they 
answer their parents, what they eat.  
 
A good role model/leader makes good choices. Talk about what some of the good 
choices may be in their everyday choice making situations.  
 
 
The Game of Choices  

 
Time Required: approximately 20 minutes 

 
Equipment/Supplies:  
 Die 
 Markers - enough that each member has one.  
 Game board - refer to page 76 to rip out, or copy the page to play 
 
Instructions:  
1. Have members place all markers on the START box. 
2. Have members roll to determine who goes first, the member with the highest number starts first 

and the other members follow in the order of the next highest number. 
3. Have members roll the die and move their marker the amount of spaces on the die. 
4. If a member lands on a square with a situation assist the member to read out the situation and 

where their marker should move to. 
5. The game is finished when the first member reaches the END box.  
6. Have fun! 

 
Once they have completed the game have the members gather in a group and go over the situations 
on the playing board and ask if they have ever been in any of the situations. Discuss what made 
them advance or what made them retreat in the situation. Talk about what might be the right choice, 
if the situation presented was not right.  
 
Talk about: to be a good role model/leader you have to make good  choices and they may not 
necessarily be what everyone else is doing, but it is the right choice and that is what makes you a 
good leader for the right choices.  
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Game of Choices 
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 Do it! 

 
Story Time—Role Models 
 
Time Required: 20 minutes 
 
Equipment/Supplies: 
A book with a good example of a role model 
 
Instructions: 
1. Read a book together and discuss who the role model was in the book.  
2. Get the members to write down the characters name and what they did to make them a role model.  
3. Get them to circle the qualities that the role model had.  
4. Get them to take this activity home and do it with their family as well.   
 
Role Model Collage  
 
Time Required: 10 minutes  
 
Equipment/Supplies:  
Piece of paper 
Glue  
Scissors 
Pictures (magazines, personal photographs) 
 
Instructions: 
1. Have members make a collage of pictures of people being good role models.  
2. Have members draw, cut out pictures from a magazine, or print out pictures. 
3. Have them glue these pictures on a sheet of paper or draw pictures together to create a collage.  

 
Dig it! 
 

Discuss what being a great role model/leader means with your group:  
Role Models make good choices, what good choices have you made? 
Have you helped someone? Who did you help? 
Have you done something without being asked? What did you do? 
Have you stood up for someone? Who did you stand up for? 
 
Ask them what one thing they can do to be a great role model/leader.  

 

What’s Next  

 
The Leadership series has five projects that members may find of interest.  
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Showcase Challenge 
 
Have members use their Member Manual to help them in organizing what they learned. The form 
of this showcase can vary according to the wishes of the leaders and member’s ability. Information 
could be presented in many forms, some of which are: posters, pamphlets, written reports, 
speeches, computer presentations, displays, etc. Suggestions are listed on the Showcase 
Challenge page at the back of the Member Manual. The best results are almost always obtained 
when members are allowed to present their information in the style of their choice. 
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Portfolio Page 
 
Once members have completed all the builders they will have a lot of 
information recorded in their manuals. These are products of their learning. As 
a final exercise in the project, members and leaders will pull together all this 
learning in completing the Portfolio Page in the Member Manual. There is a 
skills chart that lists the skills members are expected to complete by the end of 
the project. Members and leaders must indicate how they know the member 
was successful at a particular skill.  Leaders will find evidence if they think 
about what they have observed members doing, what discussions they have 
had with members, and what members have produced. If leaders think that 
members need to go back and improve on any skill, this chart helps them clarify 

In the M
em

ber M
anual 
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4-H Achievement 
 

4-H Achievement is… a 4-H club celebration when 
members have completed their projects. Achievements 
are planned by the club to give recognition to members 
and leaders for their accomplishments in their 4-H 
projects and club activities.  
 
A 4-H Achievement can take many different formats: from 

choosing a theme, to member project displays, to members using their new 
skills for the event  (entertainment, food, decorating, photographer, etc.), to 
members presenting their project to the whole group, the options are 
endless and open to the creativity of the members and leaders in each club!  
 
Clubs may also plan their Achievement to promote 4-H to the community or to recognize 
sponsors and others who have helped the club. 
 
Members and leaders - be sure to check your project books for the project completion 
requirements, so you will be ready for your club’s Achievement celebration! 

For more information about 4-H and the many  
4-H opportunities available please visit 

 
www.4h.mb.ca 

If you have any questions, comments or suggestions  
for this or other 4-H projects contact: 

 
Manitoba 4-H Council 
Phone:  204-726-6136 

Toll Free: 1-844-728-8111 
Fax: 204-728-9040 

Email: learns@4h.mb.ca  
www.4h.mb.ca 

 
 

 
This manual is for educational use only and is not intended as professional advice. 

http://www.4h.mb.ca/
mailto:learns@4h.mb.ca
http://www.4h.mb.ca/
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What is 4-H? 
 

4-H is an international youth organization involving more than 7 million 
members in 80 countries around the world. 
 
In Canada, 4-H began in 1913 in Roland, Manitoba as a community-
based organization dedicated to growth and development of rural youth. 
Today’s 4-H program reaches both farm and non-farm youth across 
Canada. The motto of “Learn to Do by Doing” is embodied in the 
program, as 4-H focuses on skill development as well as personal 
development of life skills such as communications, leadership and 
citizenship. 

4-H Motto 
 

“Learn To Do by Doing” 
 
4-H Pledge 
 

I pledge, 
My HEAD to clearer thinking, 
My HEART to greater loyalty, 
My HANDS to larger service, 
My HEALTH to better living, 
For my club, my community, my country and my world. 

4-H Manitoba project material is developed by 
 

Manitoba Agriculture 

This manual is available in alternate format upon request 

Thank you to : 
 
Manitoba Agriculture for the use of material from their project books  “Make Way for Wildlife” and “Exploring 4-H” and the 
4-H Song Book. 
 
4-H Ontario for the use of material from their Clover Bud Level 1 and 3, and Protecting Planet Earth. 


